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Dedication
On behalf of the Town of Stratford, the Board of Selectmen dedicates this annual town
report with deep appreciation to three members of the community who exhibited active town
citizenship over a period ofmany years. Each, in different capacities, exhibited an unstinting
devotion to town government—as elected officials, as an employee, and as volunteers.
Whether the request was large or small, whether the task was tedious or interesting, or
whether they received recognition or not, all that was asked of these individuals was done
with a smile and a positive attitude, without a word of complaint to us or around town, with
an understanding of the task's significance to the town, with utmost enthusiasm for assisting
us in whatever capacity they could, in a confidential manner, in a timely way, at no later
charge for services to the town, and in a manner that exceeded our expectations.
Their sense of civic responsibility and their friendly input will be greatly missed.
Edna Fuller
Former multi-term town clerk
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State of New Hampshire
Town of Stratford
201 1 Town Meeting Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stratford in the County of Coos qualified to
vote in Town affairs: you are hereby notified to meet at Fuller Town Hall on Tuesday,
March 8, 201 1, at 10 a.m. to act on Articles 1 through 14. Polls open at 10 a.m. and close
at 7 p.m.
Article 1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following Officers: 1 Selectman
(3 years); 1 Tax Collector (3 years); 1 Town Clerk (1 year); 1 Library Trustee (3 years); 1
Cemetery Trustee (3 years); 1 Trustee of Trust Funds (3 years); 1 Trustee of Trust Funds
(1 year); and 1 Treasurer (1 year).
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $641,410 for the
operating budget and, if not, to see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate to defray
Town expenses for the ensuing year. This article does not include the cost of any other
warrant article.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,025 in donations to
the following groups: $100, Northwoods Home Health & Hospice; $100, Upper Connecticut
Valley Hospital; $100, Northern Human Services; $1,625, Tri-County CAP (fuel assistance);
$2,900, Tri-County CAP Senior Meals (meals on wheels); $100, Tri-County CAP North
Country Transit (bus service); $100, Lancaster Community Cupboard (food pantry & soup
kitchen).
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,695 for
ambulance services to be provided to the municipality by the Town of Northumberland and to
authorize the withdrawal and expenditure of said sum from the Ambulance Capital Reserve
Fund created for that purpose and to further authorize the Board of Selectmen to contract with
the Town of Northumberland for such services.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter
into a long-term agreement with any person or entity (i.e., cell tower) that provides services,
promotes industry, or generates revenue for the town.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000 to be added to
the previously established Highway and Bridges Capital Reserve Fund. (Board Recommends)
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $10,000 to be added to
the previously established Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund and to further see if the
town will vote to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. (Board Recommends)
Article 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $6,412 for the
refurbishment of the tennis court and basketball courts with full amount to come from the
unreserved fund balance.
Article 9. To see if the town will vote to sell the town lot designated R25-29,
containing 8 acres, to the highest bidder, via sealed bid.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $4,000 to be added to
the previously established Fire Department Expendable Trust Fund, with the full amount to
come from the undesignated fund balance. (Board Recommends)
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,172 for the
refurbishment of the salt shed with full amount to come from the unreserved fund balance.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 41 :31-b and
elect one auditor to perform the duties required by RSA 41:31-c and RSA 41:31-d. If adopted,
for the year 201 1, the position of auditor shall be filled by ballot vote following nomination
pursuant to RSA 669:54. In subsequent years, the position shall appear on the official ballot.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to register and disseminate to all concerned its
objection, opposition, and commitment to stop the construction of any portion of the 1200
Megawatt High Voltage Direct Current Transmission Line in the Town of Stratford as
presently proposed by Northeast Utilities, NStar, and Hydro-Quebec (commonly known as
"Northern Pass") since such a huge scar constructed and erected through and above the
Town's treasured residential and scenic private properties will cause inestimable damage to
the orderly economic development of the Town, its economy, and the health and wellbeing of
its residents, or to take any other action relative thereto. (By Ballot for 1 hour)
Article 14. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting
and to hear reports from any agents or committees heretofore chosen.
Given under our hands and seal this 10th day of February in the year 201 1.
A True Copy of Warrant Attest: Signed:
Larry W^Ladd, Chairman / / Larry W. Ladd, Chairman?Zl
W. Timothy BrooR^ J \ W. Timothy Brooks
"Trances L. Ruch Frances L. Ruch
Board of Selectmen, Stratford, NH Board of Selectmen, Stratford, NH
MS-G
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF: Stratford
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 201 1 to December 31 , 201
1
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles in the appropriate
recommended and not recommended area. All proposed appropriations must be on this form
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below within 20 days after the meeting.
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): H ^^-^hUyf^t Q-0 1
1
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.






THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION

























4130-4139 Executive 2 79,300 76,542 83,285
4140-4149 Election,Reg.& Vital Statistics 2 5,500 4,975 3,600
4150-4151 Financial Administration 2 54,100 56,226 53,100
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 2 4,200 1,445 5,000
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 2 17,300 16,959 17,500
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning 2 650 136 650
4194 General Government Buildings 2 38,515 28,048 40,500
4195 Cemeteries 2 9,500 8,247 9,715
4196 Insurance 2 22,200 19,269 22,500
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 2 882 882 882
4199 Other General Government 2 3,800 3,750 _
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210-4214 Police 2 33,250 26,127 34,550
4215-4219 Ambulance
4220-4229 Fire 2 32,000 31,565 36,900
4240-4249 Building Inspection
4290-4298 Emergency Management 2 1,500 303 2,700






4312 Highways & Streets 2 112,000 117,091 125,000
4313 Bridges




4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 2 49,080 37,869 42,850
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up 2 7,000 4,685 5,000




MS-6 Budget - Town of Stratford
2
FY 2011
OP Bud. Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Acct# (RSA32:3,V) Art.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (Recommended) (Not Recommended)
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
4331 Administration
4332 Water Services
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conserv.& Other 2 28,000 24,152 32,000
ELECTRIC
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation
4353 Purchase Costs
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH
4411 Administration 2 862 946 1,200
4414 Pest Control
4415-4419 Health Agencies & Hosp. & Other
WELFARE
4441-4442 Administration & Direct Assist. 2 3,800 2,478 6,000
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymts
4445-4449 Vendor Payments & Other
CULTURE & RECREATION
4520-4529 Parks & Recreation 2 6,800 4,169 6,800
4550-4559 Library 2 7,451 7,451 8,240
4583 Patriotic Purposes 2 950 982 1,000
4589 Other Culture & Recreation 2 340 340 350
CONSERVATION
4611-4612 Admin.& Purch. of Nat. Resources
4619 Other Conservation 2 1,100 525 1,000
4631-4632 Redevelopment and Housing
4651-4659 Economic Development
DEBT SERVICE
4711 Princ- Long Term Bonds & Notes 2 12,436 13,415 13,415
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 2 14,352 13,373 13,373
4723 Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes 2 900 55 1,000
4790-4799 Other Debt Service
MS-6
Rev. 10/10
MS-6 Budget - Town of Stratford
2 3
FY 2011
OP Bud. Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
AccL# (RSA32:3,V) Art# Approved by DRA Prior Year (Recommended) (Not Recommended)
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4901 Land
4902 Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment
4903 Buildings
4909 Improvements Other Than Bldgs.
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





491S To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919 To Fiduciary Funds
OPERATING BUDGET TOTAL 617,038 567,414 641,410
Use page 5 for special and individual warrant articles.
MS-6
Rev. 10/10
MS-6 Budget - Town of Stratford FY 2011
•SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law. such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article.
Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Acct # (RSA 32:3,V) Art.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (Recommended) (Not Recommended)
4915 to Highways CRF 6 25,000 25,000 25,000
4220 to Fire CRF 7 10,000 10,000 10,000
4916 To Fire Exp.Tr.Fund from fund balance 10 591 - 4,000
4917 to Health Maint. Trust Funds
SPECIAL ARTICLES RECOMMENDED 35,591 39,000
•INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special w arrant articles". Individual warrant articles
might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature you wish to address individually


















4415 From Ambualnce CRF 4 10,695 10,695 10,695
4915 From Fire Expendable Trust 3,600 3,600
4220 From Fund Balance VT TennJS COUrt 8 6,412
4312 From Fund Balance Salt Shed 11 3,172
4520-4529 Northwoods Home Health 3 100 100 100
4415 UCV Hospital 3 100 100 100
4415 Northern Human Ser. 3 100 100 100
4415 Tri-County CAP Fuel 3 1,625 1,625 1,625
4415 Tri-County CAP Senior Meals 3 2,900 2,900 2,900
4415 Tri-County CAP Transport 3 100 100 100
4589 Lane Community Cupboard 3 100
4589 Old Home Day 100 100 -
4150-4151 Assessing Software 6,600 6,600 -
INDIVIDUAL ARTICLES RECOMMENDED 25,920 25,920 25,304
MS-6
Rev. 10/10













3120 Land Use Change Taxes - General Fund 1,500 4,916 1,500
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Timber Taxes 12,000 28,180 12,000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes
3190 interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 15,000 29,331 15,000
Inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu yd) 100 41 100
LICENSES, PERWfTS & FEES
3210 Business Licenses & Permits
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 85,000 75,383 80,000
3230 Building Permits
3290 Other Licenses. Permits & Fees 4,000 4,319 4,000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenues - - -
3352 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 34,000 44,699 34,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 20,000 24,480 20,000
3354 Water Pollution Grant 10,895 8,920 8,920
3355 Housing & Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 15,000 16,208 15,000
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 5,808 9,540 5,000
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401-3406 Income from Departments 3,000 4,767 3,000
3409 Other Charges 4,000 4,000 4,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property - 20,983 2,900
3502 Interest on Investments 500 610 500










Warr. Estimated Revenues Revenues Revenues
Acct. # SOURCE OF REVENUE Art.# Prior Year Prior Year Ensuing Year
INTERFUNp OPERAnN© TRANSFERS IN
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds
3914 From Enterprise Funds
Sewer - (Offset) 2 62,070 62,070 65,700
Water - (Offset) 2 28,000 28,000 32,000
Electric - (Offset)
Airport - (Offset)
3915 From Capital Reserve Funds 4 10,695 10,695 10,695
3916 From Trust & Fiduciary Funds
3917 Transfers from Conservation Funds
OTHER FINANCE SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amount Voted From Fund Balance 8, 10, 11 13,584
Estimated Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 25,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 313,068 387,511 354,399
'BUDGET SUMMARY*
Prior Year Ensuing Year
Operating Budget Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) 617,038 641,410
Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 35,591 39,000
Individual Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 25,920 25,304
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 678,549 705,714
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 313,068 354,399




State of New Hampshire
Town of Stratford
2010 Town Meeting Minutes
Open: 10 am with Pledge of Allegiance. To the inhabitants of the Town of Stratford in the
County of Coos qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at Fuller Town
Hall on Tuesday, March 9, 2010, at 10:00 a.m. to act on Articles 1 through 16. The polls open at
10:00 a.m. and close at 7:00 p.m.
Article 1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following Officers: 1 Selectman (3 years);
1 Supervisor of the Checklist (6 years); 1 Library Trustee (3 years); 1 Cemetery Trustee (3 years);
1 Trustee of Trust Funds (3 years); 1 Treasurer (2 years); and 1 Moderator (2 years). Motion to
accept Article 1 as written: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 1 Carried as written. The
following offices were elected: Selectmen—Frances Ruch 108, William Hurley 5, Jack Avery 2,
W. Timothy Brooks 2, Charles Goulet 2, James Lesperance 2, Vicki DeLalla 1, Mike Lynch 1,
Claire Martineau 1 ; Trustee of Trust Funds—Wilson McMann 12, Wendy McMann4, Linda
Renaud 4, Bruce Blodgett 2, Elizabeth Brauer 1, Karen Chappie 1, Rose Connary 1, John Cook 1,
Bona Ladd 1, Steve LaFrance 1, Mike Martin 1, Claire Martineau 1; Supervisor of Checklist
—
Sherry Dowse 25, Lorraine Goulet 3, Tom Allin 1, John Avery 1, W. Timothy Brooks 1, John
Cook 1 , Rae Davenport 1 , Jayne Lytle 1 , Mike Martin 1 ; Library Trustee—Dana Cassell 1 07, W.
Timothy Brooks 1, Margaret Frizzell 1, Lorraine Goulet 1; Town Treasurer—Suzanne Goulet
127, Carolyn Livingstone 1, Christine Whiting 1; Cemetery Trustee—William Zanes 18, Charles
Goulet 3, Ronald Connary 2, Claire Martineau 2, Linda Renaud 2, Patty Allin 1, Ben Blodgett 1,
Bruce Blodgett 1, John Cook 1, Sherry Dowse 1, Mike Lynch 1, Wendy McMann 1, Claire
Schooner 1 , Charles Stinson 1 ; Moderator—Steve LaFrance 50, Bruce Blodgett 2, James Brown
1, John Cook 1, Dan Smith 1, Patty Summers 1. Frances Ruch, having a plurality of votes cast,
was declared Selectman, 3-year term. Sherry Dowse, having a plurality of votes cast, was declared
Supervisor of the Checklist, 6-year term. Dana Cassell, having a plurality of votes cast, was
declared Library Trustee, 3-year term. William Zanes, having a plurality of votes cast, was
declared Cemetery Trustee, 3-year term. Wilson McMann, having a plurality of votes cast, was
declared Trustee of Trust Funds, 3-year term. Suzanne Goulet, having a plurality of votes cast,
was declared Treasurer, 2-year term. Steve LaFrance, having a plurality of votes cast, was
declared Moderator, 2-year term.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $617,038 for the operating
budget and, if not, to see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate to defray Town expenses
for the ensuing year. This article does not include the cost of any other warrant article. Motion to
accept Article 2 as written: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch
Article 2 Carried as written.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,125 in donations to the
following groups: $100, Weeks Medical Center Home Health; $100 Upper Connecticut Valley
Home Health; $100 Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital; $100 Northern Human Services; $1,625
Tri-County CAP (fuel assistance); $2,900 Tri-County CAP Senior Meals (meals on wheels); $100
Tri-County CAP North Country Transit (bus service); and $100 Stratford Old Home Day. Motion
to accept Article 3 as written: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 3 Carried as written.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote to accept the roads within the
Wood's Development since said roads were not brought to a condition that meets both NHDOT
10
and town standards, as required by the 2009 town meeting. Motion to accept Article 4 as written:
Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Show of Hands: 16 yes, 30 opposed. Article 4 fails to carry
Article 5. 1 hereby petition to place an article on Stratford's warrant for the 2010 town
meeting requesting acceptance of Wood's Development roads as approved at the 2009 town
meeting with the additional change whereby said road can have grades in excess of 8% but not
more than 1 1%. Present regulations and guidelines governing subdivisions as approved in 2000
and Regulations by the Planning Board prohibit roads in excess of 8%. The road accepted in 2009
must meet NHDOT and town standards and show that it is located within the right of way as
designed. (By Petition) Motion to accept Article 5 as written: Lynette Emerson. Second: Claire
Martineau. Motion to amend Article 5 to include ..."within a time frame of two years." Second
Larry Ladd. Vote to amend Article 5 carried Amendment: Article 5. 1 hereby petition to place an
article on Stratford's warrant for the 2010 town meeting requesting acceptance of Wood's
Development roads as approved at the 2009 town meeting with the additional change whereby
said road can have grades in excess of 8% but not more than 11%. Present regulations and
guidelines governing subdivisions as approved in 2000 and Regulations by the Planning Board
prohibit roads in excess of 8%. The road accepted in 2009 must meet NHDOT and town standards
and show that it is located within the right ofway as designed, within a time frame of two years.
(By Petition). Vote on amended Article 5 failed to carry.
Article 6. We the undersigned registered voters of Stratford, hereby petition the Board of
Selectmen to include as a Warrant Article at the 2010 annual Town Meeting the following: To see
if the town will vote to approve the following resolution to be forwarded to our State
Representative(s), our State Senator, the Speaker of the House, and the Senate President.
Resolved: The citizens ofNew Hampshire should be allowed to vote on an amendment to the
New Hampshire Constitution that defines "marriage." (By Petition) Motion to pass over Article 6:
Tim Brooks. Second: Larry Ladd. Motion to pass over Article 6 carried.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to withdraw the offer to sell 1 .5 acres of land,
located in Town Lot R25-29 on the east side of Percy Road, to Two Rivers Habitat for Humanity,
as provided for by the 2005 town meeting. Motion to accept Article 7 as written: Larry Ladd.
Second: Frances Ruch. Article 7 Carried as written.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,695 from
the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund for the Town ofNorthumberland ambulance service and
authorize the Selectmen to agree to the terms and conditions of and to sign the associated contract.
Motion to accept Article 8 as written: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 8 Carried as
written.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to dissolve the Ambulance Revolving Fund
established at the 2006 annual meeting, with any remaining funds and accumulated interest
applied to the town's general fund. Motion to accept Article 9: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances
Ruch. Article 9 Carried as written.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into
a three-year agreement with Avitar Associates ofNew England at a cost of $1 9,800 for the
purchase of software for assessment, tax collection, and town clerk records management, with
$6,600 raised and appropriated in 2010 and $6,600 carried as line items in each of the 201 1 and
11
2012 budgets. Motion to accept Article 10: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 10 Carried
as written.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into
a 30-year lease agreement with Tower Resource Management to erect a cell tower on town
property to provide cell service and generate revenue for the town. Motion to accept Article 1 1
:
Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 1 1 Carried as written.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000 to be added to
the previously established Highway and Bridges Capital Reserve Fund. (Board Recommends)
Motion to accept Article 12: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 12 Carried as written.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $10,000 to be added to
the previously established Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund. (Board Recommends). Motion
to accept Article 13: Larry Ladd. Second Frances Ruch. Article 13 Carried as written.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, for the purchase of
firefighting equipment, $3,600 from the Fire Department Expendable Trust Fund established at
the 2001 annual meeting and to further see if the Town will vote to name the Board of Selectmen
as agents to expend. Motion to accept Article 14: Larry Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 14
Carried as written.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $591 to be added to the
previously established Fire Department Expendable Trust Fund, with the full amount to come
from the undesignated fund balance. (Board Recommends) Motion to accept Article 15: Larry
Ladd. Second: Frances Ruch. Article 15 Carried as written.
Article 16. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting and
to hear reports from any agents or committees heretofore chosen. Tim Brooks—Fantastic Fridays
on Common this summer. . .Meet first Wednesday of month in RR station. Guest from Census
Bureau spoke to recruit help for Census. Charles Goulet—Cover just Stratford? How many people
looking for? Need 200 people between Stratford and Colebrook; Looking for local people; will
only 6-10 weeks; looking for people to work nights and weekends when people are home; hours
flexible. Patty Stinson announced change of hours in Tax Office and Town Clerk's office New
hours—M/W 4-7 pm and 1 st Saturday of month 8 am - Noon. Delinquent tax list—Patty Stinson
apologized for error on delinquent list; Patty Summers then apologized; Steve LaFrance Why do
we publish? Tim Brooks—motivates people to pay; next year will be listed as of Dec. 31 st




2010 Taxes Assessed and Tax Rate
—
Purpose of Appropriation (MS-2)
Administration
i $ 79,3004130 Executive
4140 Election, Registration, and Vital Statistics $ 5,500
4150 Financial Administration $ 54,100
~
6,600Article 10. Assessing Software $
4153 Legal Expense $ 4,200
4155 Personnel Administration $ 17,300
4191 Planning and Zoning $ 650











4199 Other General government
Public Safety
4210 Police $ 33,250
4220 Fire $ 32,000
Article 13. CRFfor Fire Department $ 10,000
Article 14. Expendable Trust for Fire Department (expense) $
$
3,600
591Article 15. Expendable Trust for Fire Department (income)
4290 Emergency Management $ 1,500
4299 Other (including Communications) $ -
4312 Highways and Streets $ 112,000











4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-Up
4326 Sewage Collection and Disposal $ 62,070
Water Distribution and Treatment
4332 Water Services $ 28,000
Health
4411 Administration $ 862
4415 Health Agencies
Article 3. UCVHome Health $ 100







Article 3. UCV Hospital
Article 3. Tri-County CAP (fuel assistance)
Article 3. Tri-County CAP NC Elderly Program, Senior Meals
13
Article 3. Tri-County CAP Transit \$ 2,900
Article 3. Weeks Home Health
! $ 100
Article 8. From CRFAmbulancefor Groveton Ambulance T$ 10,695
Welfare









4520 Parks and Recreation
4550 Libraries
4583 Patriotic Purposes
4589 Other Culture and Recreation [$_ 340
100Article 3. Old Home Day \r
Conservation




47 1 1 Principal - Long-Term Bonds and Notes 12,436
4721 Interest - Long-Term Bonds and Notes 14,352
4723 Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes $ 900




3 120 Land Use Change Tax
3185 Timber Tax IS 25,000
3 1 90 Interest on Delinquent Taxes $ 17,000
3187 Excavation Activity Tax $ 41
From Fees
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $ 70,000
3290 Other Licenses, Permits, and Fees $ 4,000
From Federal Government $ -
From State
3351 Shared Revenues $ -








3353 Highway Block Grant
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3356 State and Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3359 Railroad Tax and Other $ 3,732
Charges for Services
3401 Income from Departments $ 3,500
3409 Other Charges $ 4,000
Miscellaneous Revenues
3501 Sale of Municipal Property $ 6,813
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3502 Investments $ 500
3503 Other $ 10,368
Interfund Operating Transfers In
3914 From Enterprise Funds
Sewer Rents (offset) $ 62,070
Water Rents (offset) $ 28,000
3915 From Capital Reserves $ 10,695
3916 From Trust & Fiduicary Funds $ 3,600
Subtotal of Revenues
Voted from Fund Balance $ 591
$
$ 345,070
From Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes
Total Revenues and Credits
Valuation (MS-1)
Lands $ 14,019,191







Manufactured Housing $ 2,144,600
Commercial $ 2,214,600
Public Utilities $ 27,691,400
Electric $ 5,060,000
Gas Pipeline $ 22,631,400
Valuation Before Exemptions $ 367,000




Net Valuation on Which Local Tax Rate is Computed $ 78,174,891
Net Valuation w/o Utilities on Which State Education Tax Rate Is
Computed $ 50,116,491
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division






War Service Credit 5,400
Net Town Appropriation 407,607
Special Adjustment
Town Rate
Approved Town/City Tax Effort 407,607 5.43
SCHOOL PORTION




Less: Adequate Education Grant (805,454)
State Education Taxes ( 1 20,680) Local School
Approved School(s) Tax Effort 661,135 8.77
STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x 2.19 120,680
55,104,971
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
50,116,491
Excess State Education Taxes (Remitted to State) State School Rate
Pay to Stated 2.41
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 255,390
Less: Shared Revenues
County Rate
Approved County Tax Effort 255,390 3.39
Total Properly Taxes Assessed 1,444,812
Less: War Service Credits (5,400)
Add: Village District Commitment(s) Total Rate
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,439,412 20.00
PROOF OF RATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) 50,116,491 2.41 120,680
County 75,365,891 3.39 255,390
Municipal & Local School Tax* 75,351,191 14.20 1,068,742
1,444,812
* Excludes Chapter 84, Laws of 2000. Exemption amount of $14,700
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Exempt Properties Owned by Town
(from Assessing and Tax Collection Programs)
Map/Lot Description Location Other
R06-01-1 Water Department Reservoir Rd. .00 acre
R09-05A Sewer Department Route 3 3.7 acres
R09-22 Lot Route 3 . 1 acre
R09-40-1 Water Department Baldwin St. .00 acre
Rll-05 Old Landfill Pleasant Valley Rd. 20.00 acres
Rll-12 Recycle/Transfer & Salt
Shed area
Route 3 44.28 acres
Rll-32 Lot by tax deed Route 3 Est. .77 est. acre
R18-02 Lot by tax deed Nash Stream Rd. Lease camp
R19-13 Lot by tax deed Bordeau Rd. Est. 14.61 acres
R19-36 Lot by tax deed Bog Rd. .36 acre
R19-40 Former lot of Brouillette/
Pentedemos by tax deed
Bog Rd. .25 acre
R20-07 Watershed area Percy Rd. 1 1.8 acres
R22-41 Grange Route 3 .24 acre
R22-42 Cemetery Route 3 2.75 acres
R25-28 Christie house/lot by tax
deed
Bog Rd. .66 acre
R25-29 Lot by tax deed Percy Rd. 8 acres (proposed
Habitat site)
R26-13 Lot by tax deed Christie Rd. 1 00 acres
R31-07 Lot Route 3 .5 acre
U01-01 Town Common Town Common Rd. . 1 acre; monuments
U01-01.1 Train Station Main St. .78 acre; siding/station
U01-02 Town Office/Fire Station Town Common Rd. .45 acre
U01-39 Parking area Bridge St. .21 acre
U01-74 Town Hall Route 3 . 1 7 acre
U01-75 Town Hall parking area Route 3 .41 acre
U01-78 Old Fire Station Route 3 .23 acre
U01-114 Ball Fields, Sewer Main, Cross, River
Sts.
9.7 acres
U02-97 Brauer house/lot by tax
deed
Baldwin St. .41 acre
U02-114 Lot Route 3 3 acres; play area near
school
U03-13 Hollow Fire Station Hollow Rd. .24 acre
U03-35 Lot (former dump) Maidstone Rd. 4.45 acres; swampland
U04-32 Pavilion, Ball Field, Sewer Hollow Rd 1 .00 acre
17
Unpaid Taxes (2010)
sofDecember31,2010Unpaid Property, Yield, Land Use Change, Sewer, and Water a





Allen, Bruce R. $
Allen, Stephen & Carla !$
Allyn, Mary $
Argent Communications, LLC $ 31.32
Arsenault Sr., Raymond & Grace $ 2,761.65
Austin, LeRoy & Margaret A. $ 8,262.85
Balmoral Realty Trust $ 6,822.50
Benson, Phyllis & Hackett, Ty !$_ 558.54
Bernard, Armand A. $ 1,072.71
Bernard, Priscilla $ 936.00




Bilodeau, Sylvio & Mary $ 669.03
Bishop, Scott A. $ 7,433.01
2,044.00Blodgett, Thurman & Corinne $
Blodgett, Travis M. $ 2,314.00
Bouley Jr., James & James J. $ 384.78
Bressette. Basil $ 159.78
Breton, Arthur G. $ 1,219.16
Brewer, Lynn P. $ 2,887.53
Briggs Trustee, Gloria J. $ 2,737.49
Brooks, Michael A. $ 1,033.74
Burns, Theodore $ 1,811.21
Burns, Theodore & Cathy






8,548.90Caron, David & Victoria
Caron, Ethan B. $ 225.00
Caruso, Stephen R. & Paul G. $ 2,043.86
Casey, Timothy $ 274.29
Cavanaugh, Florabelle $ 383.87
Chambers, Daniel $ 45.24
2,564.01Chapman, Germaine T. & Donald M. $
Cleveland, Christopher & Sherry $ 863.06
Collins, Charles $ 9,369.13
Come, Brian $ 1,144.02
Connary, Maurice G.






Cook, John D. & Margaret S. $ 987.53
1,580.00Corbeil, Denis $
Cote, Elizbeth $ 2,194.38
Couture, Randall J. & Jennifer $ 1,847.04












Davenport, Daniel & Rae $ 3,127.73
DeBlois, Rudolph L. & Magel L. $ 238.38





Duguay, Jane B. & Arthur $ 2,183.18
Dunkerley, William & Elaine $ 1,132.00
Eaton, Franklin & Rosa $ 1,838.31
Fairpoint Communications, Inc. $ 332.27
Fogg, Kathy
Fogg, Maurice








1,144.05Fortin, Joseph & Tammy
Frizzell, Vincent A. $ 2,695.22









Gilcris, Craig $ 694.00
Gingue, James $ 177.72
Gladue, Theodore & Christina $ 1,863.10
Goodwin, Dennis D. $ 270.00
Gordon Sr., Robert W. & Eleanor $ 1,255.45
Griggs, David & Erbena $ 661.98
Groesser, John W. & Elizabeth M. $ 3,250.97




687.30Gustafson, Scott M. & Christine
Hakey, Joseph & Jenni $ 2,022.00
Harris, Bernard $ 1,552.34
Hawley, Carol $ 2,040.90
Hawley, Paul & Frances $ 9,726.58
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Hill, Jon & Tim $ 532.00
Hurley, Jimmy L. $ 497.12
JDAB Properties, LLC $ 5,529.45
Johnson, Timothy & Katherine $ 3,226.29
John, Belinda & Roger $ 574.00
9.15Jones, Jennifer L. $
Kastmast Construction LLC $ 3,160.98
Keaton, Dennis & Linda F. $ 2,394.00
Kelley, Helen $ 3,161.03
Kennett, John N. & Doris $ 850.00
Kennett, Patrick J. $ 575.66
Kostka, Walter & Tracy $ 104.00
LaChance, Jerimiah $ 7,582.10
Lane Jr, John E. $ 327.79
Lau, Chi Kno $ 11.02
LeClair, Randy $ 1,624.82
Levesque, Paul & Laurie $ 388.39
Lister, James & MaryAnn F. $ 985.68
Livingstone, Peter & Carolyn $ 3,232.23
Lynch, Michael A. $ 1,764.08
MacKenzie Estate, Laura Lou $ 1,450.00
Mailhot, Armand $ 961.73
Mailhot, Reginald $ 1,039.65
Malanson, Jeffrey $ 3,245.18
Marcotte, Thomas R. & Lise C. $ 2,081.71
Martin Sr., Allen D. $ 1,405.16
Martineau, Claire $ 2,910.70
Mason, Scott R. & Heidi E. $ 34,328.44
McGorman, Aidan P. $ 1,463.83
McKearney, Arthur & Leona $ 5,811.11
Moon, Mary $ 210.00
Moore, Jason $ 210.00
Morehouse, Rachel $ 1,739.03
Nelson, Matthew & Kristen $ 710.15
854.89Noons, William $
Noyes, Jeremy & Katrina $ 2,086.04
Nye, Arthur A. $ 2,070.19
Obomsawin, David & Vickie $ 543.74





Parker, Kevin J. $ 977.73
Peters, Mark V. & Catherine M. $ 1,024.11
Phillips, Brenda J. $ 2,144.00
Phillips, Wayne $ 3,579.67








Post, Lee T. & Leslie A.
Prime, Nancy $
Prince Jr., Kenneth A. & Patricia $ 839.72
Ramsay, David & Katherine $ 406.00
Richmond, Mark & Mary $ 209.05
Robinson Jr., Richard $ 2,170.89
Robinson, Corey $ 868.03
Rogers, Murray & Rebecca $ 492.00
Rowell, Mark & Brenda $ 1,562.89
Roy, William F. $ 505.51
Russell, Marc & Sharon $ 679.39












Sundgren, Richard $ 71.34
Twofoot, Doland $ 188.00
Tyler, Lillian $ 5,392.54
Vaughan, William $ 3,760.06
Wentworth, Cinda L. $ 1,261.87
Whelan, Thomas W. $ 1,520.37
White, Donald $ 4,779.13
White, Gladys S. & Michael $ 508.33
White, Janis K. & Peter J. $ 38.22










Zanella, Thomas P. & Chantelle
Total Unpaid Taxes $ 324,603.24
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MS-61 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT




































Property Tax Credit Balance* (252.83)
Other Tax or Charges Credit Balance" (7.01)
TAXES COMMITTED THIS YEAR
Property Taxes #3110 1,448,998.38 326.09
Resident Taxes #3180
Land Use Change #3120 4,916.00
Yield Taxes #3185 16,537.67
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd #3187 40.98
Utility Charges-Sewer #3189 62,550.00
Utility Charges-Water #3189 26,810.54
'
OVERPAYMENT REFUNDS
FOR DRA USE ONLY
Property Taxes #3110 904.01 25.37
Water #3180 17.42
Land Use Change #3120
Yield Taxes #3185
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd #3187
Adjustment 208.06
Interest - Late Tax-Property #3190 2,273.73 7,700.78
Interest • Late Tax-Sewer #3190 172.64 917.12 76.77
Interest - Late Tax-Water #3190 195.12
Interest • Late Tax-Yield #3190 120.55 2,133.69
Resident Tax Penalty #3190
TOTAL DEBITS 1,563,064.66 300,891.48 320.27
'This amount should be the same as the last year's ending balance. If not, please explain.
"Enter as a negative. This is the amount of this year's amounts pre-paid last year as authorized by RSA 80:52-a.
"The amount is alreadv included in the warrant & therefore in line #3110 as oostive amount for this vaar"s lew.
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





MS-61 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT









Property Taxes 1,254,292.73 128,315.39
Land Use Change 4,916.00
Yield Taxes 16,537.67 14,358.73
Interest (include lien conversion) 2,474.09 10,946.71 76.77
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd 40.98
Utility Charges Sewer 43,119.20 12,332.94 243.50
Utility Charges-Water 18,556.45 7,766.04
Conversion to Lien-Property 103,677.02
Conversion to Lien-Sewer 9,001.38
Conversion to Lien-Water 2,936.41
DISCOUNTS ALLOWED
ABATEMENTS MADE
Property Taxes 899.74 3,561.76
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd
Utility Charges-Sewer 465.96
Utility Charges-Water 21.29 51.64
CURRENT LEVY DEEDED 2,167.29
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - END OF YEAR #1080




Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd
Utility Charges-Sewer 19,432.15
Utility Charges-Water 8,233.00
Property Tax Credit Balance" < >
Other Tax or Charges Credit Balance" < > xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
TOTAL CREDITS 1,563,064.66 300,891.48 320.27 o
*Enteras a negative. This is the amount of taxes pre-paid for next year as authorized by RSA 80:52-a




MS-61 TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT





2008 2007 2006 2005
Unredeemed Liens Balance at Beg. of Fiscal Year 82836.04 30607.33 945.98 150.95
Liens Executed During Fiscal Year 129,244.21
Interest & Costs Collected
(AFTER LIEN EXECUTION)
1,259.66 7,494.88 10,502.31 50.00
Overpay 0.35 8.99







2008 2007 2006 2005
Redemptions 29,616.04 31,716.29 26,322.23
Interest & Costs Collected
(After Lien Execution) #3190
995.91 6,376.38 9,614.43 50.00
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens 625.39 710.98 372.52
Liens Deeded to Municipality 4,955.16 5,592.02 3,743.18
Unredeemed Liens Balance
End of Year #1110
94,311.72 45,944.24 1,057.28 945.98 150.95
TOTAL CREDITS 130,504.22 90,339.91 41,109.64 945.98 200.95
Does your municipality commit taxes on a semi-annual basis (RSA 76:15-a) ? Yes
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined the information contained in this form and to the best of
belief it is true, correct and complete. yO





2010 Town Clerk's Report
Category Collected
Motor Vehicle Permits (879 Permits) 75,253.00
Dog Licenses Issued 753.50




Municipal Agent Fees 2,615.50
Other Town Clerk's Fees 939.50
Total $79,701.50
First reprint of original history out of print.














January 1, 2010- December 31, 2010
First Colebrook Bank Accounts (Treasurer Monthly Report)
General Fund - Checking
Beginning Balance $ 123,748.77
Total Receipts $ 2,606,971.45
Interest $ 111.19
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid $ 2,561,443.77
Ending Balance $ 169,387.64
Wastewater Treatment Facilities - Checking
Beginning Balance $ 11,483.35
Total Receipts $ 95,065.95
Interest $ 15.00
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid $ 105,561.11
Ending Balance $ 1,003.19
Water Facilities - Checking
Beginning Balance $ 786.58
Total Receipts $ 29,454.02
Interest $ 6.75
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid $ 29,300.00
Ending Balance $ 947.35
Certificates of Deposit for Water
System Replacement
Beginning Balance $ 141,239.17
Total Interest $ 874.73









Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Interest Earned
Ending Balance
Water Department (Reserve Account)
Beginning Balance
Total Deposits
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid*
Interest Earned
Ending Balance
Wastewater Treatment (Reserve Account)
Beginning Balance
Total Deposits





















































Trustees of Trust Funds Report, 2010
Beginning Balance
Principal & Appropriation Ending Ending
Name of Fund Income & Interest Expended Balance
Cemetery Trust Funds
Cemetery 59,375.43 * 124.34 123.01 59,376.76
Baldwin Cemetery 5,170.51 10.87 10.87 5,170.51
Catholic Cemetery 469.73 0.00 0.00 469.73
Subtotal 65,015.67 135.21 133.88 65,017.00
Financial Aid Trust Funds
Baldwin, Rollin Fund 23,789.31 3,272.44 3,750.00 23,311.75
Brown, Helen Fund 12,589.68 26.20 0.00 12,615.88
Hutchins, John Fund 1,442.66 40.20 * 50.00 1,432.86
Morrison Athletic Fund 789.17 1.16 25.00 765.33
Stevens, Irene Carrier Scholarship 4,973.79 10.53 60.00 4,924.32
Nugent, Bernard Family Fund 5,312.45 * 10.97 165.00 5,158.42
Mason, Grant Fund 1,493.60 * 3.65 50.00 1,447.25
Lewis, Allen Fund 205.01 0.00 o.oo. 205.01
Whitaker, Gerald Fund 2,373.75 4.81 0.00 2,378.56
Davis, Brandon, Fund 1,916.31 3.65 0.00 1,919.96
Subtotal 54,885.73 3,373.61 4,100.00 54,159.34
Capital Reserve Trust Funds
No. Stratford Memorial CR 7,605.46 10.08 3,150.00 4,465.54
Stratford Hollow Memorial CR 16,460.23 34.54 0.00 16,494.77
School District CR 49,759.69 104.27 0.00 49,863.96
Fire Department CR 27,220.29 10,057.39 0.00 37,277.68
Highway & Bridges CR 77,772.00 25,151.20 35,393.33 67,529.87
Special Education CR 35,786.45 25,077.44 0.00 60,863.89
Ambulance CR 53,553.87 108.62 10,695.00 42,967.49
Police Department CR 25.73 0.00 0.00 25.73
Railroad Station Restoration 10,304.29 21.74 0.00 10,326.03
Digital Maps CR 2,388.56 4.83 0.00 2,393.39
Lawn Tractor CR 6,010.96 12.35 0.00 6,023.31
Expendable Trust Funds
Fire Department 3,497.28 596.88 3,600.00 494.16
School Maintenance 161,721.25 336.47 0.00 162,057.72
Subtotal 452,106.06 61,515.81 52,838.33 460,783.54
Total $ 572,007.46 $ 65,024.63 $ 57,072.21 $ 579,959.88
Linda Renaud, Trreasurer for Trustee of Trust Funds









N.H. Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division
PO Box 487
Concord, New Hampshire 03302-0487
We have compiled the balance sheet ofthe Town of Stratford as ofDecember 3 1 , 2009 and the related
attached revenue and expenditure/expense reports and other information for the year then ended in the
accompanying prescribed form (MS-5) in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Our compilation was limited to presenting in the form (MS-5) prescribed by the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration - Municipal Services Division information that is the
representation ofmanagement. We have not audited or reviewed the financial statements referred to
above and, accordingly, do not express an opinion or any other form of assurance on them.
These financial statements are presented in accordance with the requirements of the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration - Municipal Services Division, which may differ from
generally accepted governmental accounting principles. Accordingly, these financial statements are
not designed for those who are not informed about such matters.
Respectfully submitted,
MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Certified Public Accountants
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Summary of Departmental Expenses (2010)
4150-4159 Executive - Selectmen. Town Clerk. Tax Collector. Treasurer. Trust Eunds
Trustee, and Safety Chairman
Payroll
Brooks. W. Timoth} selectman stipend) S 1,500.00
Frost, Dawn A. (file clerk 5 : : 1 fa : m; salary for town c ler.v
salarj for tax collector) s 10,177.14
Goule:. Suzanne L. (treasurer stipend: clerk 5 : : 1 1 : or) s 3,470.18
Ladd, Bona (deputy tax collector S9. 50. hour) 5 199 :






Renaud, Linda H. (trustee of trust funds accountant stipend)
Ruch. Frances L . selectman stipend)
Scott Alyssa (deputy tax collector S9.50 hour) I 1,021 32
Sc d ~. . -. " anda N. (treasurer stipe" 5 533 ;:




S ammers, Pan} (administrative assistant salar 1 28,002.00
Walling. Stewan A. (safety officer 5 1- horn S :-50
• " ag. Christine (depoo rer stipend) 1 300.00
Total Execatn e Payroll s 61.431.52
Expenses
AT&T 5 95- S2
Business Management Systems. Inc. S : 183.80
Colebrook Copy Center 5 315.40
Coos County Registry of Deeds 5 :2-.06
Fairpoint Communications, inc $ : ;; 56
Frost. Dawn A. (travel reimbursement) $ -
Goulet Suzanne L. (travel & supplies reimbursement) $ -:: 2C
110.00
14.99
)rdan Associates 77ie Colebrook Chronicle) 5
Lazerworks Radic Shack S
LexisNexis Mathew Bender 5 385 35
em : s : fNev Hampshire, In
;
S 16.:-
NH Association of Assessing Officials 5 : 00
NH G : ernment Finance Z BBcers Association 5 15.00
NH Labor La be : Service I 11-:
NH Management Associal: S 50.00
NH Municipal Association s :'"5.68
NH T ax Collectors A ssoc iation s 1 00
North Country Council ! 3 00
Pettj Cas I 292
~







S iimon Pre 5 s Cc s County Democr.
"
Scott, Amanda N. (travel reimbursement) $ 252.00
Stinson, Patricia S. (travel reimbursement) $ 615.62
Summers, Patty (computer charge reimbursement) $ 305.29










Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire
W. B. Mason, Inc. (includes town report)
York Land Services, Inc.
Repayment & Refunds to Town $
$Total Executive Expenses
Grand Total $ 76,541.74
4140-4149 Election, Registration, Vital Statistics
Payroll
125.00Brown, James (moderater stipend) $
Davenport, Rae ($7.25/hour) $ 291.83
DeLalla, Vicki ($7.25/hour) $ 295.45
Dowse, Sherry ($7.75/hour) $ 401.06
Frizzell, Margaret ($7.25/hour) $ 145.01
Goulet, Lorraine ($7.25/hour)
Ladd, Bona ($7.75/hour)








Ouellet, Denise ($7.25/hour) $ 77.94
Total Election Payroll $ 2,989.18
Expenses
Anchor Rubber Stamp. $ 31.75
Colebrook Copy Center $ 35.00
Frost, Dawn (travel & room reimbursement) $ 541.32
Global Mailing Supplies $ 149.95
Jordan Associates {The Colebrook Chronicle ) $ 130.00
National Band & Tag Company $ 62.45
Petty Cash $ 27.84
Postmaster, North Stratford $ 30.80
Price Digests $ 75.00






The News and Sentinel
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire
Total Election Expenses $ 1,985.55
Grand Total $ 4,974.73
4150-4151 Financial Administration
Avitar Associates ofNew England, Inc. (software) $ 6,600.00
Brett Purvis & Associates (assessing; revaluation; data verifiction
& transfer from Briteside to Avitar) $ 22,550.00
Cartographic Associates Inc. (digital mapping) $ 19,280.00
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George E. Sansoucy (assessing) $ 3,577.50
Mason and Rich, P.A. (auditing)
i $ 4,218.05
56,225.55Total Financial Administration Expenses 1 $
4153 Legal Expenses
Russell, Desjardins & Fogg, PLLC (town counsel)
: $ 495.00












State Retirement (town portion for 2 employees) $ 5,156.32
Total Personnel Administration Expenses
!
$ 16,958.76





Goulet, Charles V. (travel/training reimbursement)
;
$ 30.00
Goulet, Charles V. (subdivision expenses reimbursement)
! $ 297.50




Office of Energy and Planning
j $ 55.00
Salmon Press (Cods County Democrat) ] $ 115.00
Reimbursements (for subdivision for expenses) 1$ (426.50)
Total Planning Board Expenses s 136.00






Goulet, Charles (electrician, $35/hour) $ 323.75
Moulton, Nancy C. (janitor, $7.50/hour) $ 2,167.53
Smart, Chester G. (handyman, $7.50/hour) $ 742.53
Reimbursement (building use against payroll) $ (150.00)
Total Town Buildings Payroll $ 3,083.81
Expenses
Brooks Agway Service $ 9.99
Charette, Lucien A. $ 200.00
Colebrook Feeds $ 8.28
Dan's Glass and Mirror $ 335.00
Davenport, Rae $ 595.00
Emedco Inc.
Glacial Energy ofNew England




765.00Kipp Alarm Services $
32
Memos ofNew Hampshire, Inc. $ 39.98
NCIA—North Country Internet Services (web/Internet) $ 88.00
Norms Heating and Refrigeration $ 1,591.56












Public Service ofNew Hampshire
Quill Corporation $
Rymes Heating Oils Inc. $ 15,370.79
Smart, Chester G. (travel reimbursement) $ 148.65







Town of Stratford (utilities)




USA Bluebook $ 21.58
W. B. Mason, Inc. $ 82.25
Repayments to Town $ (511.92)
Total Town Buildings Expenses
Grand Total










Connary, Ronald B. (reimbursement for paint) $
Reimbursement for returned paint supplies $
Dana A. Nordberg (stone repair) $ 2,000.00
2,735.00Fortin Property Management (mowing) $
John Pike Builders $ 2,307.22
Jordan Associates (The Colebrook Chronicle) $ 25.00
Lion Cubs 4-H Club (pizza after painting fence) $ 41.65
Donation for Lion Cubs 4-H Club expense $ (41.65)



















Summers, Patty (paint supplies/cemetery record book)
Total Cemetery Expenses $
"VGrand Total
4195 Cemeteries - Tillotson Grant
Dana A. Nordberg (stone repair) $ 14,800.00
Reimbursement (Tillotson Grant) $ (14,800.00)
4196 Insurance
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LGC Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc.
T
13,866.51




Total Insurance Expenses 19,268.51
4197 Advertising and Regional Associations
Expenses
North Country Council $ 882.25
4199 Other General Government








Charbonneau, Timothy L. (officer, $12/hour)
Hall, Wayne E. (officer, $12/hour)





Blue Book $ 10.95
Burns Truck Stop $ 287.85
Card Tech ID $ 26.50
Coos Auto Supply, Inc. $ 41.47
Ducret's Sporting Goods $ 215.00
Fairpoint Communications, Inc. $ 644.59
Gall's, Inc. $ 83.00
Glacial Energy ofNew England $ 58.26









NCIA—North Country Internet Services (web/Internet)
NH Association of Chiefs of Police, Inc.
North Country Ford
Petty Cash $ 18.01
Public Service ofNew Hampshire $ 70.15
Quartermaster $ 86.98
TAC-2 Communications, Inc. $ 55.00
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire (fuel) $ 1,788.29
Walling, Stewart A. (reimbursement for taser gun) $ 548.95
Walling, Stewart A. (reimbursement for supplies) $ 105.00
Total Police Expenses $ 4,512.06






Arsenault, Jamie R. ($9.50/hour)
Barclay, Kevin J. ($8.50/hour)
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Blodgett, Robert L. ($9.50/hour) $ 774.25
Broe, Jeffrey N. ($8.50/hour) $ 459.00
Hooker, Wayne, Jr. ($9.50/hour) $ 422.75
Kostka, Tracy L. ($8.50/hour) $ 280.50
153.75
480.25
LaFontaine, Michelle ($8.00/hour) $
MacKenzie, Howard I. ($8.50/hour)
|
$
Milligan, Daniel R. ($9.50/hour) $ 573.75
Milligan, Deborah L. ($8.50/hour) $ 110.50
Stinson III, Charles P. ($1 1 .75/hour plus $2,500 administrative
stipend for chief)








541.50Tyler, Cameron A. ($9.50/hour)
Walker, Jr., Thomas H. ($8.50/hour) $ 680.00
Zanes, Sonya ($8.50/hour) $ 641.75
Zanes, William B. $10.75/hour plus $200 administrative stipend






Alan Smith (fire academy trainer) 200.00
Arland Tyler (pumper work) $ 100.00
Arsenault Repair Services $ 312.50
AT&T
Bergeron Protective Clothing, LLC













Coos Auto Supply, Inc. $ 562.90






Emerson & Son, Inc.
Fairpoint Communications, Inc.
Fire Safety USA, Inc. $ 1,635.00
Fire Tech & Safety ofNew England, Inc. $ 140.00
Frontline Fire & Rescue Equipment $ 2,319.60




Hollow Village General Store $
$
192.01
65.55Ideal Auto Supply, Inc.










Jordan Associates (The Colebrook Chronicle )
Kelley-MacKenzie Auto Parts, Inc.
Kipp Alarm Services
Lakes Region Fire Apparatus Inc.
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Perras Ace, Inc. !$. 252.91
Public Service ofNew Hampshire
i $ 1,197.68
Salmon Press (Cods County Democrat ) $ 15.00





Shippee Family Eye Care
Smith Mobile Repair





$The News and Sentinel
Town of Lancaster $ 250.00
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire $ 50.00
Tri State Fire Protection LLC !$ 802.50











Fairpoint Communications, Inc. !$ 220.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics $ 42.78
Quill Corporation $ 39.98
302.76Total Expenses
4299 ATV Grant - Police Detail
Payroll (detailpay)
Charbonneau, Timothy L. (officer, $18/hour) $ 180.00
Walling, Stewart A. (chief, $18/hour) $ 432.00
Total ATV Payroll $ 612.00
Expenses (subject to audit adjustment for taxes and insurance)
BigRock Campground & Store $ 24.98
Lemieux Garage, Inc. $ 173.00
Total ATV Expenses $ 197.98
Grand Total (encumbered by ATV grant) $ 809.98
4312 Highways and Streets - Contracted Road Agent
Albert J. Cloutier $ 1,592.25
Anderson Equipment Company $ 581.11
Central Asphalt Paving Co. $ 13,200.00
Cloutier Sand & Gravel $ 5,349.38
91.00Colebrook Feeds




Econo Signs & Barricade $ 848.90
Emanuel Marceau $ 8,428.50
Horizons Engineering $ 18,067.25
Lynch, Michael A. (contract pay)
Lynch, Michael A. (other, including equipment, labor)













Public Service ofNew Hampshire $
Renaud, Linda H. (roads researcher $10 per hour) $ 150.00
S. Gray Construction, Inc.
Capital Reserve Fund drawdown (re major repairs)
$ 1,480.00
(17,326.08)
Capital Reserve Fund drawdown (re road designs) $ (18,067.25)
Actual Highway Expenses Prior to CRF Drawdown $ 152,483.84
Total Highway Expenses $ 117,090.51
4316 Street Lighting
Public Service ofNew Hampshire $ 7,659.33














Goulet, Charles V. (manager, $1 1.25/hour)
Smart, Chester (backup manager/operator, $1 1.25/hour)
Total Solid Waste Disposal Payroll
Expenses
Androscoggin Valley Regional
AVRRDD Mount Carberry Landfill LLC $ 10,010.64
BigRock Campground & Store $ 302.60
Chappie, James (travel reimbursement) $ 122.88
Clark Jefers, Jr. $ 975.00
Coos Auto Supply, Inc. $ 254.06
Fairpoint Communications, Inc. $ 473.25
Glacial Energy ofNew England $ 232.20
Goulet, Charles (travel & materials reimbursement) $ 1,429.82
Lazerworks Radio Shack $ 89.70











Northeast Resource Recovery Association
Northern Tool & Equipment $
P. A. Hicks & Sons, Inc. $ 17.03
Perras Ace, Inc. $ 279.27
Petty Cash $ 27.98
442.58
697.00






Waste & Recycling News
!
$ 119.00
Wayne E. Dorman Concrete Construction i $ 800.00
Total Solid Waste Disposal Expenses |$ 26,61130








Northern Test Boring, Inc. 1$ 1,738.74
Total Landfill Expenses
1 $ 4,684.74








Bacon, Carl E. (groundskeeper, $7.50/hour)
Smart, Chester G. (system operator & sewer truck driver/operator,
$13/hour)




Bacon, Carl E. (travel & supplies reimbursement) !$ 175.03
Blue Mountain Variety
i$ 56.58
Bolens Septic & Portable Toilets |$ 360.00
Bond Auto Parts, Inc. $ 4.69
Burns Truck Stop $ 625.63
Business Management Systems, Inc. $ 525.78
Dads 4 By Tool and Supply $ 112.78












Everett J. Prescott, Inc. $
F. B. Spaulding $ 10.46
Fairpoint Communications, Inc. $ 1,717.60
Gempler's $ 134.50
Glacial Energy ofNew England $ 2,951.70
Harvest Equipment $ 104.25
Ideal Auto Supply, Inc. $ 65.04
IDEXX Distribution, Inc. $ 2,705.84
Infilco Degremont, Inc. $ 300.00
Jordan Associates {The Colebrook Chronicle) $ 5.00








Memos ofNew Hampshire, Inc.
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NCIA-North Country Internet Access $ 88.00
110.00NEIWPCC Training $
NHWPCA $ 50.00
















Public Service ofNew Hampshire $ 2,740.81
Q. C. Services, Inc. $ 728.97




Richard J. Laviolette, Sr. $
Rymes Heating Oils, Inc. $
$Smith Mobile Repair
Smart, Chester G. (travel & supply reimbursement) $ 1,946.18
Summers, Patty (software reimbursement) $ 39.95
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire r$ 40.00













Vermont Tennis Court Surfacing
W. B. Mason, Inc.
Reimbursements
Total Sewer Expenses $ 29,491.83
57,750.37Grand Total $




Harris, Carlton L. (system operator $ 1 3/hour) $
Smart, Chester G. (backup operator $ 1 3/hour) $
Total Water Payroll $ 7,020.00
Expenses










Everett J. Prescott, Inc.
Fairpoint Communications, Inc. $
Ferguson Waterworks $ 103.65
Glacial Energy ofNew England $ 1,302.51








Monson Companies Inc. $ 1,521.60
NH Water Works Association $ 50.00
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Norms Heating and Refrigeration
:
$ 9,005.26












2,953^63Public Service ofNew Hampshire ! $
Richard J. Laviolette, Sr. |$ 892.00
Rymes Heating Oils, Inc.
1
s 1,294.34
Smart, Chester G. (travel reimbursement) $ 118.00
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire 1$ 309.00
Tri-State Fire Protection LLC
USA BlueBook



















Grand Total !$ 946.00




NH Local Welfare $. 30.00
Reimbursemnt i$ (212.61)
Grand Total $ 2,478.12
4520-4529 Parks and Recreation
Payroll
$ 1,464.42Bacon, Carl E. (groundskeeper, $7.50/hour)
Expenses
Bacon, Carl E. (travel & expenses reimbursement) $ 327.51
Blue Mountain Variety $ 56.57
Bond Auto Parts, Inc. $ 4.70
Burn's Truck Stop $ 153.04
C.D.S. Portable Toilets $ 200.00
Easy-Start Engine Repair $ 199.98
F. B. Spaulding $ 10.48
Glacial Energy ofNew England $ 4.74
Harvest Equipment $ 104.25
Harvada, Nancy (summer recreation reimbursement) $ 414.00
100.00
49.00
Lions Cubs 4-H Club





Petty Cash $ 25.10














Summers, Patty (flowers/wreathes reimbursement)
Summit Supply Corporation of Colorado
The News and Sentinel
W. W. Berrys Transporation, Inc. (summer recreation)
Total Parks Expenses
i$ _
Grand Total li. _
4550-4559 Libraries - Library Trustees
Payroll
Kostka, Tracy L. (librarian, $8.50/hour) $




North Country Flag $ 982.07
982.07Grand Total $









Ainsworth Land Management $ 525.00
Grand Total $__ _ 525.00
4711 Long-Term Notes and Bonds - Principal







4721 Interest on Long-Term Notes and Bonds









4723 Tax Anticipation Note Interest Paid
Encumbered
ATV Grant balance (encumbered)
Cemetery balance (encumbered; contrcts in hand) $ 1,252.93
— —
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Special Warrant Articles: Capital Reserve Funds/Expendable Trust
Article 12: CRF Roads/Bridges $ 25,000.00
Article 13: CRF Fire Department $ 10,000.00
Article 15: Fire Expendable Trust (from Fund Balance) ' $ 591.00
Total Voted 1 $ 35,591.00
Total Voted/Added to Capital Reserve Funds j $ 35,000.00
Individual Warrant Articles: Capital Reserves/Expendable Trust
Article 8: CRF Ambulance j$ 10,695.00
Article 14. Fire Expenable Trust (from ETF) $ 3,600.00
Bergeron Protective Clothing, LLC
Fire Department Expendable Trust (drawdown)
$ 3,600.00
$ (3,600.00)
Individual Warrant Articles: Town Donations
Article 3. Tri-County CAP Transit $ 100.00
Article 3: UCVH Home Health $ 100.00
Article 3: UCV Hospital $ 100.00
Article 3: Northern Human Services $ 100.00
Article 3: Tri-County CAP Fuel Assistance $ 1,625.00
Article 3: Weeks Home Health $ 100.00
Article 3: Tri-County CAP NC Elderly Meals $ 2,900.00
Article 4: Old Home Day $ 100.00
Aarticle 10: Avitar Assessing $ 6,600.00
Total Voted/Expended $ 11,725.00
Other
Stratford School District





— —:-•'-— "-- — — •—- - - j—
1
1
Revolving Funds are not commingled but accumulate year to year. Expenses for wages,





Arsenault, Jamie R. 1,102.75
Bacon, Carl E. 2,827.57
Barclay, Kevin J. 446.25
Blodgett, Robert L. 774.25
Broe, Jeffrey N. 459.00
Brooks, W. Timothy 1,500.00
Chappie, James 7,505.91
Charbonneau, Timothy L. 349.00
Frost, Dawn A. 10,177.14
Goulet, Charles V. 4,027.27
Goulet, Suzanne L. 3,470.18
Hall, Wayne E. 3,438.00
Harris, Carlton L. 6,418.75
Hooker Jr., Wayne R. 422.75
Kostka, Tracy L. 5,225.40
Ladd, Bona L. 199.50
Ladd, Larry W. 1,500.00
LaFontaine, Michelle R. 153.75
MacKenzie, Howard I. 480.25
Marshall, Stanley E. 1,050.00
Name Paid
Milligan, Daniel R. 573.75
Milligan, Deborah L. 110.50
Moulton, Nancy C. 2,167.53
Renaud, Linda H. 950.00
Ruch, Frances L. 1,500.00
Schooner, Claire 712.00
Scott, Alyssa J. 1,021.32
Scott, Amanda N. 533.32
Smart, Chester G. 28,287.76
Stinson III, Charles P. 3,855.38
Stinson, Corey 802.00
Stinson, Patricia S. 12,403.56
Summers, Patty 28,002.00
Tyler, Cameron A. 541.50
Walker Jr., Thomas H. 680.00
Walling, Stewart A. 18,464.00
Whiting, Christine M. 300.00
Zanes, Sonya G. 641.75
Zanes, William B. 1,206.14
Total $ 154,280.23
Employee Wages, Taxes, and Adjustments 2010
Total Gross Pay 154,280.23
State Retirement—Employee (2,814.83)




Social Security Employee (9,565.36)
Vermont Withholding (720.19)
Total Taxes Withheld (22,599.63)
Net Pay 128,865.77
Employer Taxes and Contributions
Medicare Company 2,237.08
Social Security Company 9,565.36
State Retirement—Town Portion 5,156.32
Total Employer Taxes and Contributions 16,958.76
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To the Residents of Stratford,
The Board of Selectmen is looking closely at both potential benefits and potential
problems associated with Northern Pass (the proposed power line) wanting to come through
town. Thus far, we have listened to Northern Pass representatives about its plans and we have
heard from residents and nonresidents whose property will be affected, either by actually
having the line on their property or by having the line within sight. We have also been in
contact with various elected officials. One or more selectmen have made a point of attending
area meetings regularly.
On the plus side is increased revenue to the overall tax base. Current estimates by
Northern Pass put this as high as $565,000 a year. Should the line come through town, the
selectmen would hire an assessor to investigate the actual assessed value. Value of a utility
can become a diminishing benefit to a town because of depreciation—companies want to
depreciate value over time, reducing their taxes, while the town wants to maintain values at a
fair market level to retain its tax revenue. Over the past several years and for this purpose, we
have annually contracted with an outside utility assessor to ensure we keep the values of
utilities already in town (Portland Gas and PSNH) at fair market value. We will also be using
the outside assessor to establish a value for the telephone utility, which is now taxable.
Residents and nonresidents—both those with the proposed line passing through their
properties and those with line of sight—have indicated concern about their reduced property
values, reduced sales potential for properties, potential health issues, and unsightliness of the
proposed structure. A major concern is that the proposed structure will negatively impact the
natural beauty of the Connecticut River Valley. Other major concerns are what the effect will
be on property values, the number of requests for abatement of taxes and reassessments, the
potential for flight of resident and nonresident owners, and the impact on tourism, which has
just become a major revenue source for a number of business and camp owners.
Financial concerns continue to trouble both our residents and the town this year. Those
requesting town welfare assistance are increasing. We are uncertain how state and federal cost
downshifting, budget cutting and the upcoming health care plan may impact us. We did not
use the unreserved fund balance in 2010 to reduce taxes for several reasons—because of
turning back funds, the school cost was reduced to a point that it significantly lowered the tax
rate. We anticipate a greater need for use of the unreserved fund balance to keep the tax rate
stable in subsequent years. The NH Department of Revenue Administration has warned that
we might move into alternating years of high and low rates if the rate drops drastically
through unreserved fund balance use in a particular year. For all of these reasons, we have
been and will continue working closely with DRA on coordinating the use of the unreserved
fund balance to offset the tax rate.
Town government has been operating for some time at a level where we have been
putting off essential work and purchases—it cannot continue. To adjust for several years of
holding the budget line, we allowed this year's budget to more closely reflect the reality of
what it costs to run the town, while keeping in mind the uncertain economic days all of us
face. We continue to monitor department hours and spending closely—weekly, monthly, and
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quarterly. The electrical provider (versus the transmission lines provider) has somewhat
reduced electrical costs—but the jury is still out on the long-term savings. In the interim, the
rates for electricity increased, eating into the planned savings.
We are continuing to examine the feasibility of selectively shutting off street lights to
reduce street lighting expenses, but are concerned about safety, particularly at intersections.
We are still looking into pros and cons of road closures, which require more investigation of
both the law and the financial costs and benefit of doing so.
In late 2010, we began the process of switching from Briteside to Avitar by shifting
assessing records into the new database; despite some automatic transfer, considerable manual
updating is required, particularly for current use. This is underway. Building drawings cannot
be transferred and will need redrawing. Following a public hearing in November, the digitized
map project concluded—the map data and change ofmap and lot numbers will be put into
Avitar for 201 1 . The Town Clerk is using Avitar for record keeping. The Tax Collector is
using Avitar for payments. We expect to change tax, sewer, and water billing over this year.
At the same time, the new five-year revaluation will go into effect. We will undergo
our second town five-year recertification by the Department of Revenue Administration,
when we are required to re-verify veteran's credits, elderly exemptions, exemptions to
nonprofits, and current use eligibility.
Next year, the town will revert to use of an elected position filled in the past but not
used for years—a locally elected auditor. Recently tweaked RSAs require a complete audit
(like many towns, we cannot find a company to do it). Alternatively, a compilation by an
auditor, who completes an MS-5 (we are doing this), plus an elected auditor, who completes
an MS-60 financial report, is acceptable.
Long-range plans are progressing slowly. The cell tower we anticipated did not come
to fruition; we continue working with companies to bring service to Stratford. We have cable
television in existence, but with limited subscribers. Road plans have been drawn up for
Bordeau and Christie Road, along with a complete cost analysis of these roads. Our goal is to
formalize road by road plans for upkeep for all town roads so we are working toward specific
end goals. A FEMA grant awarded in late 2010 for work on Bordeau Road will reduce town
expense for culvert replacement and drainage work. Work to become GASB34 compliant per
auditing requirements has been slow; we have started the process of inventorying public
property with an eye toward depreciation.
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To the Citizens of Stratford,
The following is a list of activities handled by the police department during the
past year.
Type Number






















This is a breakdown of some of the 175 incidents and complaints and does not
cover some of the incidents handled by the State Police. Although some offences
have dropped, others have increased. The department thanks the citizens of Stratford







Stratford Hollow Fire Department
40 Hollow Road
Stratford , NH 03590
Office & Fax 636-2375
Home: 636-6207
To the Citizens of Stratford:
The department's fire call volume has remained about the same over the past several
years. Preparation is an important part of firefighting, resulting in behind-the-scenes work
when the scanner is quiet and the trucks at the stations. In addition to callouts, the crew
keeps ready by servicing the equipment to keep it well maintained, doing training
exercises, and checking dry hydrants for usability—all this is unpaid hours. We also meet
regularly to share new techniques and keep our firefighting knowledge up to date. I would
like to express my appreciation to the crew for the volunteer time they put in to keeping the
equipment up and running so that we are ready when a call comes in.
The department has continued to apply for a Fire Act Grant, but with little success
to date. We will apply again this year in an attempt to obtain funds for needed equipment
without added expense to the town. We are also pursuing multiple other grant sources to
obtain equipment at matching cost to reduce the impact on the budget.
The department responded to 34 calls in town and in surrounding towns. Calls by








Carbon Monoxide Call 2
Trees Across the Road 2
Type Callouts
Motor Vehicle Accidents 5




Trees on Lines 1
Vehicle Fires 1
On behalf of all the firefighters, thank you for your support. If anyone is interested
in becoming a member of the department, we'd love to bring you on board—call or stop in
at the station to discuss what is involved in being a firefighter and in the hiring process.
Town meeting day is a good time to check your batteries in your smoke detectors






Monday 2-6 p.m.; Thursday 9 a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m.
922-9016
We are elated at the amount of traffic we saw in 2010. We've exceeded our projections in
all areas of library use.
• New Patrons Up 270%
• Adult Fiction Circulation Up 64%
• Computer Use Up 172%
• Juvenile Circulation Up 158%
• Reference Use Up 190%
• Visitors Up 133%
• Patron Use Up 52%
• DVD's Up 175%
• Adult Non-Fiction Circulation Up 190%
• Juvenile Non-Fiction Circulation Up 30%
• Total Books Circulated Up 87%
We can directly attribute the increase of computer use to the arrival of broadband to the
town. We have adults using the internet for job searches, health updates, e-mail, and for
staying in touch with family and friends via Facebook.
We're also happy to report the use of downloadable audio books—44 books downloaded
in a nine-month period, bringing the cost down to $5.00 per book. We encourage everyone
to come in and learn how to use and enjoy this feature. Stratford Library is part of the New
Hampshire State Library Downloadable Books program. All you need is high-speed
Internet access (it will work on dial-up, but not very well due to the size of the files) and a
library card to download—at your home or workplace—audiobooks or e-books, which you
can listen to or read on your computer, or transfer to CES or mp3 players—for convenient
listening or reading wherever you go. The audiobooks and e-books are free to our library
patrons. Visit our Web site for links to more information and how to get started, and then
talk to Tracy about getting set up.
We are still in the process of cataloging and merging the Laura Johnson titles in our
collection. Of course, this means we still have lots of books for sale—come in and take a
look—you might find a treasure.
Please check our Web page for the arrival of the latest books and for information on story
time for pre-school to age 8, beginning in early March.
See you in the stacks!
!
Tracy. L Kostka - Librarian Dana K. Cassell - Trustee




A Division of Weeks Medical Center
278 Main St., Lancaster, NH 03584; 120 Main St., suite 5, Colebrook, NH 03576; 1-800-750-2366; FAX 603-788-5068
Dear Board of Selectmen:
For your kind consideration, Northwoods Home Health & Hospice Services, a division of Weeks Medical
Center, is again requesting financial support for home care services provided to the residents of Stratford.
We are requesting $3,500 for the upcoming fiscal year. Town funding is critically important and is used to
assist families and individuals who are unable to pay for home health and hospice services.
Our agency continues to provide Stratford residents with a wide range of services for our youngest patients
through to our elders. Our Home Visiting program provides pregnant mothers and their babies with nursing
and educational services in their homes during pregnancy and through the first year of the child's life.
Home Health services for the ill and injured include skilled nursing; physical, occupational, and speech
therapies; certified home health aides; homemakers; medical social services and intravenous therapies. We
are also committed to providing excellent end of life care to the terminally ill.
Although a few Home Health agencies around the State have had to discontinue or limit the availability of
certain programs - charitable and municipal contributions have allowed us to continue to provide quality
home care and hospice care to an increasing amount of family members, neighbors and friends of Stratford.
Northwoods Home Health & Hospice is grateful for the opportunity to serve the residents of Stratford and
greatly appreciates your continued support and confidence.
Sincerely,
Gail Tattan-Giampaolo, Director
Home Health & Hospice Services
Northwoods Home Health and Hospice, a division of Weeks Medical Center, is grateful for the opportunity
to serve the residents of Stratford and greatly appreciates your continued support and confidence. Town
funding is critically important and is used to assist families and individuals who are unable to pay for Home
Health and Hospice Services and to support care where funding does not cover direct costs.
Our Home Health and Hospice Services continue to provide Stratford residents with a wide range of
services. Northwoods Home Health and Hospice provides continuity of health care from the hospital to
patients' homes. Services include skilled nursing; physical, occupational, and speech therapies; licensed
home health aides; homemakers; medical social services; intravenous therapies; and care to the terminally
ill.
Our Medicare Certified Hospice program continues to provide excellent palliative care to the terminally ill.
Northwoods Hospice is a special kind of holistic care . . . focusing on the emotional and spiritual needs of
the family, as well as the physical needs of the patient at the end of life. No one is refused care based on an
inability to pay. Over the last year, an increasing number of hospice patients received care, support and
love from our nurses, aides and volunteers. To celebrate their memory, a luminary service was held and
many residents from area towns were in attendance. Thank you for your continuing support and confidence.
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Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital
Compassionate HeaIt^care,.*Close to Home
January 26, 2011
Town of Stratford
Office of the Selectmen
North Stratford, New Hampshire 03590
Dear Selectmen:
UCVH has attached two articles which we request be placed on your town meeting warrant. The
requests are on behalf of UCVH Emergency Services and Home Health Services. The nature of the
operations and the reasons for the requests are outlined below:
UCVH Emergency Services
The Emergency Department (ED) at UCVH is open 24 hours a day, 365 days per year. There is an in-
house physician, physician assistant or emergency certified nurse practitioner assigned daily solely to
the duties of the ED and Urgent Care Clinic. The department is equipped with expensive life-saving
equipment and staffed by well-trained patient care personnel. During the fiscal year ending
September 30, 2009 the department cared for 3,549 ED patients and saw an additional 1,327 walk-in
patients, which is a slight decrease in patient volumes compared to the previous year. This
department annually operates at a deficit, but because of its essential nature, it is a service the
hospital must provide. Each year the hospital requests that area communities help support the
continuance of this vital service. This request is for the time period of January 01, 2010 to December
31,2010.
UCVH Home Health Services
Home health has been a department of the hospital since 1993. This department provides skilled
nursing, rehabilitation, homemaker, home health aide and maternal/child health care services to New
Hampshire residents. During the past year 7,135 home visits were made. Services are reimbursed by
Medicare, Medicaid, private insurance and free care is provided to those needing financial assistance.
Medicare continues to reduce its payment rate which leads to a shortfall. We are requesting your
assistance to help offset these losses. This request is for the time period of January 01 , 201 to
December 31, 2010.
Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital appreciates the support and assistance given to these important
services. Your efforts help make the North Country a healthier, safer place to live. I would welcome








THE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
Northern Human Services, The Mental Health Center has provided the people of northern
New Hampshire and bordering communities in Vermont with quality services for over 30
years. We provide mental health emergency services 24 hour a day, counseling, evaluations,
drug and alcohol treatment, consultation, education, medication evaluations and treatment,
community outreach and prevention services. We also provide supportive housing services to
individuals with disabilities, enabling them to live as independently as possible in their local
community. The services we provide are confidential.
As a private, non-profit agency, we are dependent on fees for services, grants and
appropriations from the communities we serve. Insurance plans cover most of our services. It
is our policy to not let an inability to pay prevent someone from obtaining the services they
require. Sliding fee arrangements are available. As a result, our collection rate is only about
50%.
VERSHIRE CENTER
Northern Human Services, Vershire Center has provided vocational and social training as well
as support to individuals with a variety of disabilities for more than 30 years. Over 60
individuals from the local geographic area benefit from our services. Over 50 community
employers across our service area work closely with the Center to provide meaningful paid
and volunteer work, as well as social opportunities to the individuals we serve.
The individuals we serve reside in Errol, Northumberland, Pittsburg, bordering Vermont
communities and all points in-between. Hundreds of miles of transportation services are
required each day.
TOWN DONATIONS: (Vershire Center & The Mental Health Center combined)
The amount received from the Town of Stratford in 2006: $ 1 ,000.00
The amount received from the Town of Stratford in 2007: $650.00
The amount requested from the Town of Stratford in 2008: $1 ,000.00
The amount received from the Town of Stratford in 2009: $ 1 ,000.00
The amount received from the Town of Stratford in 20 1 0: $ 1 00.00
We deeply appreciate the ongoing support that we have received from the citizens of
Stratford. Your appropriations help insure the continued availability of quality services to the







Tri-County Community Action Program - Serving Coos, Carroll & Grafton Counties
6 Parsons Street, PO Box 346, Colebrook, NH 03576
Tri-County Community is requesting $1,625.00 in funding for the coming year from Stratford to
help support its Community Contact Program. Community Contact has provided services for 212
households to include fuel assistance and other Community Action Programs. Tri-County
Community Action spent $17,8271.24 on Stratford residents between July 1, 2009-June 30, 2010.
Community Contact provides necessary services for the less fortunate citizens in our
communities, who would otherwise have to seek help from the town. We are depending upon
funding from your town and neighboring communities county wide. The local funds are combined
with the Community Services Block Grant, Fuel Assistance and NH Emergency Shelter Grant,
Homeless Programs and FEMA. We also are the conduit through which the USDA Surplus Food
gets distributed to food pantries, including our own, throughout Coos County in order to serve our
residents.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to call.
Sincerely,
Carol A. Leach
Community Contact Report to the Town of Stratford
Community contact is the field services arm of Tri-County CAP. Our purpose is to assist low-
income, elderly and handicapped persons to solve problems and meet their physical and financial
needs. We accomplish this by providing information, counseling, referrals, budget counseling,
guidance, organizational assistance, and by effectively linking households with CAP assistance
programs and using community resources.
Last year the following direct financial assistance was provided to the residents of Stratford by the
CAP community' contact office.
Households Individuals Dollar Amount
Fuel Assistance 126 $124,934.00
Weatherization 4 15,482.00
Commodity Surplus Foods (Six distributions per
year)
FEMA Assistance (Utilities, rent, fuel) 3 544.24
Homeless Prevention Assistance
Electric Assistance 79 37,311.00
Total Direct Assistance 212 $178,271.24
Volunteer Assistance —
Additionally, we provided information, referrals, budget counseling to individuals who were
homeless or in imminent danger of homelessness, in need of utility assistance, health/medical/
legal resources, transportation, employment, furnishings, welfare assistance and educational,
domestic violence/substance abuse resources. With your help, we anticipate being able to provide
at least the same level of services to Stratford this year.
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North Stratford, NH 03590
Dear Board of Selectmen:
On behalf of North Country Elder Programs, I would like to respectfully request funding in
the amount of $2,900.00 for the Senior Meals Program to be included in the upcoming Town of
Stratford budget process.
During the time period of July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010 (Fiscal Year 2010) we served
Stratford area residents 826 congregate meals and 10,171 home delivered meals. The Senior
Meals Program in Fiscal Year 2010 prepared and served 150,187 meals county-wide to senior
citizens in need of nutritional assistance.
The current need in the Stratford area is evident and is likely to continue on the same
trend as the population continues to age and require nutritional assistance. The many benefits
received by the residents of the Stratford area is one of socialization and personal growth as
participants at the congregate site receive not only a hot, nutritious meal, but opportunities to
interact with their peers through volunteering, social activities and one on one contact. On the
other hand, homebound individuals receive nutritious meals delivered directly to their home by the
Meals on Wheels delivery team, and oftentimes, it is the participants only contact with the
community. It is, therefore, vital that the needs of this frail population be met with support from
their local friends and neighbors.
The Town of Stratford's past support for this community-based program has been greatly
appreciated and I welcome your questions and comments pertaining to this request for funding.
Please call our administrative offices at 752-3010, Monday through Friday, and I'd be glad to
speak with you.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Respectfully,
Patricia Stolte, Director
North Country Elder Programs
610 Sullivan St. - Berlin, NH 03570 - phone: 603-752-3010 ~ fax: 752-2803 - web: www.tccap.org
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Tri-County CAP Transit
"Public Transit in the North Country"
Serving Coos, Northern Grafton, and Carroll Counties
Administrative Office located at:
31 Pleasant Street, Suite 100, Berlin NH 03570
Phone: 603-752-1741 Fax: 603-752-2117
Toll Free: 1 -888-997-2020 (Coos & Northern Grafton County)
Toll Free: 1-866-752-6890 (Carroll County) Phone/Fax: 603-323-8150
December 13, 2010
Stratford Board of Selectmen
Town of Stratford
PO Box 366
North Stratford, NH 03590-0366
Dear Board of Selectmen;
On behalf ofTri-County CAP, Inc., North Country Transit, (Senior Wheels
Program) I would like to respectfully request funding in the amount of $3,500.00 to be
included in the upcoming Town of Stratford budget process.
The Senior Wheels Program provides a demand response transportation service to area
residents 60+ requesting rides to medical appointments, hairdressers, grocery shopping, social
events, senior meals, and employment. Residents utilizing this service are afforded an
opportunity to be mobile and independent thus increasing their sense ofworth and value
which in turn contributes to the community as a whole.
The current need for this program in the Town of Stratford has increased steadily, and it
shows no sign of slowing as the population continues to age and require transportation assistance.
Last year, North Country Transit provided 422 trips to area residents compared to the 306 trips
provided the previous year.
Your past support of this community-based program is greatly appreciated and
we welcome your questions and comments pertaining to this request for funding. Please
call the administrative offices at 752-1741, Monday through Friday, and we'd be glad to
speak with you.






Lancaster Community Cupboard (Food Pantry) and
Community Cupboard Kitchen Table (Soup Kitchen)
16 Church Street, Lancaster, NH 03584 Telephone: 603-631-2303
TO: Town of Stratford, NH
I am writing on behalfof our food pantry and soup kitchen to request support from your town in the
amount of $100.00. We currently serve 12 towns: Dalton, Groveton, Jefferson, Lancaster, Stark,
Stratford and Whitefield in New Hampshire; and Gilman, Granby, Guildhall, Lunenburg and Maidstone
in Vermont. Our records indicate that we have served 140 Stratford area individuals during recent years.
This past year our food pantry more than tripled our clients over the 2009 total of 1,323. During 2010, we
served a total of 4,121 clients and new folks are added every week. We are open three days per week,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 1 :00 pm to 3:00 pm. Often we stay later due to the amount of
people served. Clients can come once a week. Each time they come we try to give them enough food to
prepare three meals for all family members. We were certified as a soup kitchen in March of 2010. We
are currently serving two free full meals each week - Monday evenings and Thursdays at noon. We serve
an average of200 meals per week. Our support totally depends on donations from area churches, clubs,
organizations and individuals. We are asking for a small donation from each of the towns that we serve.
We hope you will agree to place this modest amount in your town budget and support us at your Town
Meeting. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Respectfully Submitted,
Myra Emerson, Executive Director
• While compiling data for a grant application recently, we found that in 5 months, we had utilized
3,950.50 volunteer hours. Over a year, this would equate to about 5 full-time employees.
• In 2009, we served 1.323 clients. In 2010 we served 4,121 individuals—a drastic increase which we
do not anticipate will lessen soon.
• In 2010, the food pantry provided enough food to clients to prepare 25,621 meals. Clients can come
in weekly and on each visit we try to give enough food to prepare 3 meals for each family member.
• As an example of our current number, In December 2010, we served 378 individuals from 140
households. Included in that number were 65 elderly persons and 1 13 children.
• In the first 3 quarter 2010, we served 172 new clients. Just in this last quarter of 2010, we served an
additional 101 new clients. This shows numbers are increasing, with 272 new clients served last year.
• In March of this year, we were certified as a soup kitchen (community cupboard kitchen table), in
addition to being a food pantry.
• In April we began serving free meals (all welcome) as follows: every other Monday: 5-6 p.m.; every
other Thursday: 12-1 p.m. It immediately became clear that this was a great need in our community,
and we changed our schedule to include lunches every Thursday. Still noting a need for more meals,
in August we began serving meals every Monday evening. To date, we have served 5,293 meals.
• On Thanksgiving 2009, we held our first free Thanksgiving dinner to 1 73 people. This was a most
enjoyable day and volunteer support was tremendous! Local gardens were generous this year. Just
some of the items we were given were: over 1,000 pounds of winter squash and pumpkins, thousands
of tomatoes, 300 dozen ears of corn, and more than 100 pounds of carrots, onions, and peppers.
• We are dependent on donations; this year we have been blessed with monetary donations totaling
$15,263.27.
• Located in Christ United Methodist Church, Lancaster, the food pantry and soup kitchen are
supported by several area churches, civic organizations, and individuals.





10 Station Square, Groveton, New Hampshire 03582
Telephone: (603) 636-1057; Fax: 636-1357
Sandra Mason James Gibson, Jr.
Ambulance Administrator/EMS Director Assistant Administrator/EMS Director
AMBULANCE SERVICE CONTRACT
This AGREEMENT is made this FIRST day of APRIL, 201 1, by and between the
TOWN OF NORTHUMBERLAND, a New Hampshire municipal corporation with municipal
offices located at 10 Station Square, Northumberland, New Hampshire, 03582 and
Ambulance Offices located at 10 Station Square, Northumberland, New Hampshire, 03582
(hereinafter referred to as "Northumberland"), and the TOWN OF STRATFORD, a New
Hampshire municipal corporation, with municipal offices located on Stratford, New
Hampshire, 03590 (hereinafter referred to as "Stratford").
• WHEREAS Stratford has no public or private ambulance service available to it
residents and/or others within its geographic boundaries; and
• WHEREAS Northumberland has its own ambulance service, known as the Groveton
Ambulance Corps, available to its residents and/or others within its geographic
boundaries; and
• WHEREAS Stratford seeks to obtain ambulance protection for the community and,
in furtherance thereof, wishes to engage the Groveton Ambulance Corps on the terms
and conditions specified hereinafter;
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
1
.
Sendees : Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement Town of
Northumberland agrees to provide Ambulance Services for the Town of Stratford,
within Stratford's geographic boundaries, for the contract year, to the extent that the
Groveton Ambulance Corps continues to exist and provide the services herein
contracted;
2. Payment and Terms : As compensation for this coverage, Northumberland shall
assess, and Stratford agrees to pay, a contract fee (as provided for herein in the
attached Schedule of Fees);
3
.
Additionally, Northumberland shall be allowed to recover service fees from patients to
whom services are rendered (as provided for herein in the attached Schedule of fees -
Billing Rates);
4. Northumberland shall be responsible to bill Medicare (directly) for those patients who
qualify for said coverage; otherwise, in all other instances, patients shall be
responsible for payment of the charges associated with the services provided to them:
a. for patients covered by health insurance: the patient shall be responsible for
notification of their health insurance provider(s), and for payment of any
deductibles or other balances not paid by the health insurance carrier; and
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Vendor Payments (Combined) for 2010
Vendor Name Amount Paid
Ainsworth Land Management $ 4,275.00
Alan Smith $ 200.00
Albert J. Cloutier $ 1,592.25
Anchor Rubber Stamp $ 31.75
Anderson Equipment Company $ 581.11
Androscoggin Valley Regional $ 346.22
Aquionics, Inc. $ 1,196.31
Arland Tyler $ 100.00
Arsenault Repair Service $ 312.50
AT&T $ 1,250.37
Avitar Associates ofNew England Inc $ 6,600.00
AVRRDD Mt. Carberry Landfill $ 10,010.64
Bergeron Protective Clothing, LLC $ 4,605.25
BigRock Campground & Store $ 327.58
Blue Book $ 10.95
Blue Mountain Variety $ 113.15
Bolens Septic & Portable Toilets $ 360.00
Bond Auto Parts, Inc. $ 32.68
Brett S. Purvis & Assoc, Inc. $ 22,550.00
Brooks Agway Service $ 9.99
Burns Truck Stop $ 1,213.77
Business Management Association, Inc. $ 3,554.88
C&R Builders $ 12,825.00
C. N. Brown $ 777.37
C.D.S Portable Toilets $ 200.00
Card Tech ID $ 26.50
Cartographic Associates, Inc. $ 19,280.00
Central Asphalt Paving, Co. $ 14,300.00
Cloutier Sand & Gravel $ 5,349.38
Colebrook Copy Center $ 350.40
Colebrook Feeds $ 99.28
Columbia Sand and Gravel, Inc. $ 565.49
Connary, Ronald (reimbursements) $ 232.00
Coos Auto Supply, Inc. $ 858.43
Coos County Registry of Deeds $ 549.50
Coos County Treasurer $ 255,390.00
D & S Auto $ 120.00
Dads 4 By Tool and Supply $ 112.78
Dan's Glass and Mirror $ 335.00
Davenport, Rae $ 595.00
Ducret's Sporting Goods $ 215.00
Eastern Analytical, Inc. $ 5,804.00
Easy-Start Engine Repair $ 399.95
Econo Sign & Barricade $ 848.90
Emedco Co. Inc. $ 194.76
Emerson & Son, Inc. $ 10.32
Environmental Resource Associates $ 662.00
Everett J. Prescott, Inc. $ 2,462.95
F. B. Spaulding $ 20.94
Fairpoint Communications Inc. $ 6,658.34
Ferguson Waterworks $ 103.65
Fire Safety USA, Inc. $ 1,635.00
Fire Tech & Safety of New England, Inc. $ 140.00
First Baptist Church $ 60.00
First Colebrook Bank $ 14,685.01
Fortin Property Management $ 2,735.00
Fortin, Joseph $ 637.50
Frontline Fire & Rescue Equipment $ 2,319.60
Gall's Inc. $ 83.00
Gempler's (Account # 6230447) $ 134.50
Glacial Energy ofNew England $ 7,971.71
Global Mailing Supplies $ 149.95
Goulet Charles (reimbursements) $ 47.64
Groveton Village Store $ 62.26
Harvest Equipment $ 208.50
Havrda, Nancy (reimbursement) $ 414.00
Highways & Bridges Capital Reserve $ 25,000.00
Hollow Village General Store $ 192.01
Horizons Engineering, PLLC $ 20,005.25
Ideal Auto Supply, Inc. $ 130.59
IDEXX Distribution Inc $ 2,705.84
Industrial Protection Services, LLC $ 610.19
Infilco Degremont, Inc. $ 300.00
Jeffers, Jr., Clark $ 975.00
John Pike Builders $ 5,280.00
Jordan Associates {Colebrook Chronicle) $ 300.00
Kelley-MacKenzie Auto Parts, Inc. $ 65.47
Kipp Alarm Services $ 1,590.50
Lakes Region Fire Apparatus Inc. $ 1,643.29
Lancaster Veterinary Hospital $ 234.00
Laviolette Controls $ 264.47
Laviolette Sr., Richard J. $ 1,749.88
Lazerworks Radio Shack $ 1,056.06
Lemieux Garage, Inc. $ 173.00
LexisNexis Matthew Bender $ 385.35
LGC-PLT, LLC $ 13,866.51
Lion Cubs 4-H Club $ 201.65
Local Government Center $ 20.00
Lucien A. Charette $ 200.00
Lynch, Michael A. $ 105,752.27
Marceau, Emmanuel $ 8,428.50
Mason and Rich, P.A. $ 4,218.05
McDevitt Trucks Inc. $ 34.97
Memos ofNew Hampshire, Inc. $ 363.50
Middlesex Mutual Assurance Co-Middletown, CT $ 1,033.00
Millroad Limited Partnership $ 259.00
MolecuLoc, LCC $ 72.10
Monson Companies, Inc. $ 1,521.60
Munce's Superior\Chipkey $ 1,061.57
N.H. Association of Assessing Officials $ 20.00
N.H. EOP $ 55.00
N.H. Local Welfare Admin. Assoc. $ 30.00
N.H. Municipal Management Association $ 50.00
National Band and Tag Co. $ 62.45
NCIA-North Country Internet Access $ 223.80
NEIWPCC Training $ 110.00
NFIRS Online $ 150.00
NH Assoc, of Chiefs of Police, Inc. $ 100.00
NH Government Finance Officers Assoc $ 25.00
NH Labor Law Poster Service $ 114.50
NH Municipal Association $ 578.68
NH Retirement System $ 7,921.43
NH Tax Collectors' Association $ 20.00
NH Water Works Association $ 50.00
NHPWMA $ 50.00
No. Country Community Recreation Center Inc $ 49.00
Nordberg, Dana A. $ 16,800.00
Normandeau Trucking, Inc. $ 8,127.60
Norms Heating and Refrigeration $ 11,621.10
North Country Council $ 957.25
North Country Elderly Programs $• 2,900.00
North Country Flag Co. $ 982.07
North Country Ford $ 31.25
North Country Transit $ 100.00
North Stratford Market $ 177.00
Northeast Resource Recovery Association $ 316.73
Northern Human Services $ 100.00
Northern NH Fire Mutual Aid Pact $ 350.00
Northern Test Boring, Inc. $ 1,738.74
Northern Tool & Equip. $ 634.54
Nulhegan Ladies Auxiliary VFW 5243 $ 340.00
Old Home Day Committee $ 550.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics $ 1,468.11
P. A. Hicks and Sons, Inc. $ 1,222.74
Perras Ace, Inc. $ 1,676.05
Petty Cash $ 678.09
Postmaster, North Stratford $ 1,967.32
Price Digests $ 75.00
PRIMEX - Unemployment Comp $ 4.369.00
Public Service ofNew Hampshire $ 47,461.48
Q. C. Services, Inc. $ 728.97
Quartermaster $ 86.98
Quill Corporation $ 387.39
Redimix Companies, Inc. $ 697.00
Russell, Desjardins, & Fogg, PLLC $ 975.00
Rymes Heating Oils Inc. $ 17.109.77
S. Gray Construction, Inc. $ 1,480.00
Salmon Press (Coos County Democrat) $ 382.50
Sanel Auto Parts #38 $ 538.22
Sansoucy, George E. $ 3,577.50
Shippee Family Eye Care $ 99.00
Smith Mobile Repair $ 643.60
State ofNH - Criminal Records $ 50.00
Stinson, Patricia S. (reimbursements) $ 15.00
Stratford Fire Department Capital Reserve $ 10,000.00
Stratford Fire Expendable Trust Fund $ 591.00
Stratford School District $ 952,248.00
Summit Supply Corporation of Colorado $ 118.00
TAC-2 Communications, Inc. $ 55.00
The Law Office of John Riff $ 985.00
The News & Sentinel $ 271.13
Town & Country Cleaning Service $ 152.00
Town of Lancaster $ 250.00
Town of Northumberland $ 10,695.00
Town of Stratford $ 42,866.40
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire $ 3,431.79
Tri State Fire Protection LLC $ 1,171.30
Tri-County Community Action Program $ 1,625.00
Tyler Blain House $ 280.00
UCV-Hospital $ 100.00
ULINE $ 125.34
United States Treasury $ 4,791.90
Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital $ 100.00
USA BlueBook $ 1,250.19
USDA, Rural Development $ 26,788.00
Vermont Department of Taxes $ 671.49
Vermont Tennis Court Surfacing $ 7.00
W. B. Mason Co., Inc. % 4,310.55
Waste & Recycling News $ 119.00
Wayne E. Dorman Concrete Construction $ 800.00
Weeks Home Health $ 100.00
WW Berrys Transportation Inc. $ 427.56
York Land Services LLC % 20.00
Total $ $1,824,630.68

b. for those individuals not covered by insurance coverage, patients shall be
responsible for payment of their entire bill;
5. Stratford recognizes that Medicare annually revises their billing rates, codes and/or
fees on January 1 . As such, Stratford agrees that the fees, codes and/or rates on the
attached schedule are only effective until January 31, 2012. Northumberland agrees to
notify Stratford of any changes in the billing fees, codes and/or rates by January 3 1
,
2012.
6. For residents and nonresidents of Stratford who are transferred from Weeks
Memorial Hospital or another facility, public or private, to another location, by
Northumberland, the service fees shall be addressed in a manner consistent with
Section #3 and Section #4, above;
7. Payment of all contract and service fees as provided for herein shall be made within
thirty (30) days of invoice:
a. Northumberland shall be entitled to collect reasonable attorney's fees and costs
associated with the collection of any delinquent account;
b. If and when it becomes apparent that collection of the debt is futile, and where
the Town ofNorthumberland has exhausted all means of collection including,
but not limited to, filing with the courts, the Town of Stratford shall guarantee
payment of all fees associated with ambulance services provided by
Northumberland to Stratford, consistent with the Schedule of fees attached
hereto, including all resident and nonresident transfers; and
c. Northumberland will keep Stratford apprised of any account(s) for which
payment is not promptly received;
8. Release and Waiver : In the event that the Groveton Ambulance Corps should cease to
exist and/or provide the services contracted herein, the Town of Northumberland shall
be required to reimburse Stratford a pro rate share of the contract fee paid to it under
Section #2 of this Agreement, and shall be absolved of any responsibility for the
provision of ambulance service to Stratford thereafter;
9. This contract shall be in full force and effect from April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2012
and;
10. This contract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties hereto:
Schedule of Fees For 2011
Contract Fee: 930 residents, at $1 1.50 per capita $10,695.00
Billing Rates:
Mileage (per loaded mile) Code A0425 $10.40
Specialty Care Trans. Code A0434 $887.23
BLS Non-Emergency Code A0428 $272.99
BLS Emergency Code A0429 $436.79
ALS Emergency Level 2 Code A0433 $750.73
ALS Emergency Level 1 Code A0427 $518.69
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Vermont Tennis Court Surfacing
Proposal Summary








$4,993 • Clean & fill structural cracks on tennis & basketball courts
with concrete fortified with E330 Acrylic Binder. Fill
Hairline cracks with ELITE-Crack rubberized liquid crack
filler.
• Clean entire surface area with compressed air.
• Total area of tennis courts to receive 2 coats of ELITE
Color. Color to be light green. Texture coat to contain the
proper amount of sand to provide a tough wearing base.
Top coat to contain proper amount of pigment to give a
long lasting and attractive surface. Material manufactured
by CCR Sport Inc.
• Total area of basketball court receive 2 coats of ELITE
Tuff-Turf. Color to be light green. ELITE Tuff-Turf is a
heavily bodied, multipurpose heavy duty acrylic coating
fortified with a durable latex, mineral fillers, fibers, and
high-quality pigments for a super long-lasting attractive
surface. Material manufactured by CCR Sport Inc.
• Apply one set of hand painted, regulation, white, textured
tennis lines and one set of white textured basketball lines
compete with 3 point arc.
Hollow
Basketball Court
$1,479 • Fill any cracks and surface voids with ELITE-Crack
rubberized liquid crack filler.
• Clean entire surface area with compressed air.
• Total area to receive 2 coats ofELITE Color. Color to be
light green. ELITE Tuff-Turf is a heavily bodied,
multipurpose heavy duty acrylic coating fortified with a
durable latex, mineral fillers, fibers, and high-quality
pigments for a super long-lasting attractive surface.
Material manufactured by CCR Sport Inc.
• Apply one set of hand painted, regulation, white, textured
tennis lines and one set of white textured basketball lines
compete with 3 point arc.
Note: Though we use the finest materials available, Vermont Tennis Court Surfacing cannot




North Country Council, Inc.
Regional Planning Commission & Economic Development District
The Cottage al the Rocks
107GlessnerRoad
Bethlehem, New Hampshire 03574
(603) 444-6303 FAX: (603) 444-7588
E-mail: nccinc@nccouncil.org
Dear Friends,
We would like to thank all of you for your support ofthe North Country Council this past year. We
have made a number of positive changes and completed a number of projects throughout the region.
Once again, we reaffirmed the Council's commitment to serve community and regional needs.
The Council continued to deliver planning and economic development services throughout the region.
We have and we will continue to adjust our capacities to respond to the needs of the communities and
you will see this in the programs that we will be introducing in the coming years. We have continued
with our traditional programs in master planning, natural resource planning, Brownfields Assessments
and transportation planning, and these will continue to be a focus ofNorth Country Council. As many
of you have seen, there is also a renewed emphasis on energy planning. We have started to provide
technical assistance for energy planning and this will continue. North Country Council along with the
eight other planning commissions also applied for funding from the Housing and Urban Development
agency through the Sustainable Communities Initiative which will provide additional resources to help
the region and communities in the development of regional and community plans.
In economic development we continue our strong relationship with the Department of Commerce and
the Economic Development Administration (EDA) in bringing funding and project development to the
region. Two projects in which we are very involved with the State and the local communities are the
reuse of the Groveton Mill and the natural gas and methane pipeline to the Gorham paper mill.
These along with other economic opportunities will continue to be a focus in the coming year.
Again, thank you for all ofyour support for the Council. We hope that our staff and Executive
Director can continue to be of service to your community. The Council is here to serve you. It is your
organization.. Our staff and Board are committed to responding to community need. If there is a
project or a need in your town, please call us. We are dedicated to both supporting our individual
towns and promoting regional unity in the North Country.
Thank you for the privilege of allowing us to serve as your President and Executive Director.
Respectfully submitted,
Glenn English Michael King
President Executive Director
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Northern Gateway Regional Chamber ofCommerce
The Northern Gateway Regional Chamber of Commerce (NGRCC) is the premier business
advocacy organization in Coos County. Membership continues to grow and includes a diverse
group of businesses from all 12 towns that we represent
We provide members with a multitude of marketing opportunities, professional development and
networking events. Our office makes hundreds of referrals each year by providing potential
visitors, customers and clients with information about our local businesses and what our
extraordinarv region has to offer!
Our new and improved website, wvvw.northerngatewavchamber.org, is now linked directly to
www.nhgrand.org which has dramatically increased our members' internet exposure and interest
in our region by visitors and potential residents alike. In 2010 we experienced in excess of
60,000 hits per month.
The Chamber publishes a 30 page Vacation and Relocation Guide designed to draw tourists to
our area. It features a comprehensive guide to the goods and services available. Forty thousand
copies of this publication are distributed throughout the states to Welcome Centers, hotels,
dining and recreational establishments, local REALTORS and Town Offices. It is also available
to view on our website.
We are a member of the NH Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives. NGRCC
collaborates with other Chambers as well as other business organizations to create a stronger,
more visible business community. We strive to empower, network, inspire and faithfully support
our business members.
The towns of Lancaster, Jefferson, Whitefield, Groveton, Dalton, Northumberland, Stark,
Stratford, and Randolph New Hampshire, and Gilman, Guildhall, and Lunenburg Vermont are
well represented by the dedicated Board of Directors, committee members and staff. We work
hard for you and with you to make this region a better place in which to do business.
Our funding comes from membership dues, fundraising activities, and town appropriations.
Continued support through these resources ensures that we can continue to effectively serve our
membership. As always, we sincerely thank the towns, local businesses and residents for their
continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Board Members: Barry Normandeau
Steven Bissonnette. President Rachel Manners
John Jaworowski, Vice President Wendy Colby
Linda Hutchins. Secretary- Beth Cape
Brandy Cassady, Treasurer Pam Gainer
Chris Croteau Toni Pierce










REPORT TO THE PEOPLE 2011
Ray Burton, Executive Councilor
Writing this report to the citizens of District One is always an interesting
undertaking to try to condense on one page a quick look at where your NH
State government might be headed in 201 land the years ahead.
There have been significant changes in the membership of the Legislature
and Executive Council at the NH State House. This coupled with a serious
lack of money to accomplish basic needs as currently being delivered will
certainly present challenges for NH House and Senate members. My
suggestion is to stay in close touch with your local Senators and House
Members. To find your local State Senator and House Members go to:
http: / /gencourt.state.nh.us/house/members/wml.aspx
Another good source for information is your local library or Town/ City
Clerks Office.
This is the planning year for the 10 year transportation plan. Highway,
rail, aviation, and public transportation projects are all a part of the
hearing process that the five Executive Council members will be holding.
Hearings are held in each of our Districts.. Local information from the area
regional planning commissions is key to having successful projects
included in the proposed plan which is delivered by law to the Governors
desk by December 15, 201 1 and then by law to the NH House and Senate
by January 2012.
i
I cannot emphasize enough the urging of local citizens to volunteer for the
dozens of volunteer boards and commissions which the Governor and
Council are required to find individuals to serve on. For a list of those
commissions go to: http://www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm . If you
are interested in serving send your letter of interest and resume to
Jennifer Kuzma, Governors Office, 107 North Main St., Concord, NH
03301. Tel: 603 271-2121.
There are three District Health Councils in District One that meet 3 times
a year to hear directly from the Commissioner of Health and Human
Services. If you are interested in being added to this list send your email
address to me at ray.burton(S;mvfairpoint.net .
As always, my office has a supply of NH Constitutions, official tourist
maps and other information about the Executive Council. I am always
available to speak wtih local groups.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT OF STRATFORD, NH
ORGANIZATION/ADMINISTRATION
School Board
Michael Lynch E. Harlan Connary Dr. John Avery
Chairperson
Superintendent of Schools
James "Dan" Shallow -Tel. 636-1437
Patricia Brown, Business Manager
Frederick Bailey, Administrative/Curriculum Coordinator
Carrie Irving, Secretary
Darlene Curley, Payroll & Human Resource
















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stratford, qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Stratford Town Hall in said District
on Tuesday, March 8, 2011, at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon until 7:00 o'clock in
the evening for the reception of your ballots under the non-partisan ballot system.
1 . To choose by non-partisan ballot the following District officers for the
ensuing year: a moderator, a District clerk, a District treasurer; and one
member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
Given under our hands at Stratford this 10
th




E. Harlan Connary ^T
John Avery
John Avery







STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stratford qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Stratford Public School Gymnasium in said




To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers heretofore chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. Shall the school district accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-b providing that any
school district at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely,
until specific rescission of such authority, the school board to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by the school district, unanticipated money
from a state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year? (Recommended by the School Board)
3. To set the salaries of school district officials:
School Board Chairman $450.00




Supervisors of the Checklist 3 @ $25.00 each $ 75.00
Board Secretary $50.00/meeting $500.00
(Recommended by the School Board)
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Million
Three Hundred Eighty-Nine Thousand Three Hundred Twenty Eight Dollars
($2,389,328.00) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of the statutory
obligations of the District.
(This amount does not include any other warrant articles)
(Recommended by the School Board)
5. To see if the District will vote to create a cooperative school district planning
committee pursuant to RSA 195:18, consisting of three qualified voters,
appointed by the Moderator, of whom at least one shall be a member of the
school board and the cost of One Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($1 ,200.00)
associated with the creation of this committee. (Recommended by the School
Board).
67
6. To see if the District will vote to form a conversion charter school committee.
Said committee is to consist of one school board member and two at-large
citizens to be appointed by the school board. (Recommended by the School
Board).
To see if the Stratford School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$610,336 for the purpose of tuition for grades 6-12 to their school choice to either
Northumberland or Colebrook, starting September 201 1. Should the article pass,
the operating budget will be reduced by this amount. (Inserted by Petition)
8. To transact any other business that may lawfully come before said meeting.






E. Harlan Connary 7/
John Avery
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest
Michael Lynch, Chairperson
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TUITION, LEA WITHIN NH































926,134.00 900.75 0.00 0.00
FEDERAL REVENUE:
TITLE I














53,643.57 39,678.59 196,124.56 0.00
INTERFUND TRANSFER
TRANSFER FROM GENERAL FUND 46,083.53
TRANSFERS FROM TRUST FUNDS
FROM OTHER EXPENDABLE TRUSTS
TOTAL REVENUE
25,000.00
2,149,310.45 114,020.59 196,124.56 25,610.62
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STRATFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
ACTUAL EXPENDITURES FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS & SERVICES
2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010
EXPENDITURES: 165,299.44 229,694.38 196,124.56
REVENUES:


























BERNARD FOOD INCUSTRIES, INC
BERRY'S TRANSPORTATION INC, WW
BLICK ART SUPPLIES















Center for Education Employment Law
CENTIMARK CORPORATION






COLEBROOK PLUMBING & HEATING iNC.
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING INC
COLUMBIA SAND AND GRAVEL, INC


































































































HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT/ HM RECE1
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN/ HM RECEIVABLES CO
HOYT, STEVE
HP GEM ORDER ENTRY
HURLEY, NICHOLAS R
INDIAN STREAM HEALTH CENTER
J K LYNCH DISPOSAL






















































JAMES, KEVEN D. $ 1 ,597.60




KEDDY, NATHANIEL E. $ 1 20.00
KEITH'S II SPORTING GOODS $335.75
KIPP ALARM SERVICES $797.00
KOFFEE KUP BAKERY $ 1 ,070. 1
LADUKE, KIM $2,320.00
LEARNING CYCLES $ 1 2 1 .00
LEARNING RESOURCES $44.92
LEARNING THINGS LLC $97.32
LEGAL ACTION FULLFILLMENT CENTER $ 1 84.95
LGC HEALTH TRUST $8,378. 12
LIBERTY FLAG $417.95
LIBRARIANS BOOK EXPRESS $155.11
LIEBL PRINTING COMPANY $1,707.99
LISA BLODGETT $5 1 5.00
LITTLETON SCHOOL DISTRICT $ 1 ,270.50
LOWES $1,741.62
LYNCH, MICHAEL $4,937. 1
5
M & Q PACKAGING CORPORATION $243.79
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE $648.76
MARTIN, LORI $99.04
McCORMACK, MARGARET K. $77.00
MCGRAW HILL / GLENCOE $477.80
MCINTIRE BUSINESS PRODUCT $359.00
MCKENZIE, BRENDA $0.00
MENC $297.00
MICHELLE GARCIA WINNERS 5HINK SOCIAL $212.85
MIDAMERICA BOOKS $198.50
MSB $284.42
MUNCE'S SUPERIOR, INC. $27,440.53
MUSIC IN MOTION $60.75
MUSIC IS ELEMENTARY $2,599.29
MUSICIAN'S FRIEND $3 1 9.96
MY LEARNING PLAN, INC $ 1 ,572.00
NANCY SHEEHAN $222. 1
NARDONE BROS. BAKING CO., INC $356.64
NASCO $583.58
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER $58.57
NATIONAL SCHOOL PRODUCTS $423.82
NCES North Country Education Services $5 1 ,822.00
NEFC, INC. $716.00
NEW ENGLAND LEAD SOLUTIONS $ 1 45.00
NEWS & SENTINEL $2,463.49
NH MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOC $130.00
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM $275.94









NORM'S HEATING & REFRIGERATION $ 1 1 ,222.37
NORTH COUNTRY CHARTER ACADEMY $1 1 ,930.77
NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY REC. CENTE $ 1 60.00
NORTH COUNTRY TITLE I CONFERENCE $1 55.00
NORTHERN HUMAN SERVICES $16,590.00
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND FIELD SERVICE' $ 1 ,565.00
NORTHERN TIRE $210.00
NORTHUMBERLAND SCHOOL DIS $31 ,488.78
NSTA $108.00
NUCO INDUSTRIES, INC $149.28
NWEA $1,260.76
OAKES, JANICE $335.72
OFFICE DEALER, THE $57. 1
2
O'MEARA, RACHEL $56.99
ORIENTAL TRADING CO. INC. $45.95
ORIGINAL CRISPY PIZZA OF $6,027.62
OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ELECTRONICS, INC. $2,242.64
P.A. HICKS & SONS, INC. $1 15.81
PELLETIER, ADAM $380.00
PENWORTHY CO. $700.09
PERRAS ACE INC $4,255.74
PERRAS, NICK $50.00
PIONEER DRAMA SERVICE $3 1 5.50
PLODZIK & SANDERSON $8,093.00
PLUMLEY, SHARAL $250.00
PLYMOUTH STATE UNIVERSITY $806.91
PORTER OFFICE MACHINES $5,416.21
POULIN SALES INC. $0.00
POULIN, SHARON $700.00
PREMIER AGENDA INC $539.00
PRESTWICK HOUSE $ 1 , 1 92.74
PRIMEX $243,575.89
PRINCIPAL LIFE $1,975.05
PRUFROCK PRESS INC. $2 1 0.67
PUBLIC SERVICE CO. OF NH $23,3 1 9.34
R & J REFRIGERATION $1,628.96
RAMSDELL, ROBIN $286.18
RAY'S ELECTRIC, INC. $1,256.23
REALLY GOOD STUFF $ 1,42 1 .66
REINHART FOOD SERVICE BURLINGTON DFS $29,849.69
RELIABLE CORP. $1,236.90
RHODE ISLAND NOVELTY $51.10
RICH PRODUCTS $216.00
ROTH. KATHY $174.67
RYMES PROPANE & OILS, INC. $2,374.61
SALMON PRESS $ 1 ,435.65




SCHOLASTIC INC. $ 1 54.86
SCHOOL SPECIALTY $568.91
SCOTT LAWSON GROUP, LTD $275.00
SCOTT, ROBIN $239.07
SHALLOW, JAMES D $2,480.02
SHAPES ETC. $33.37
SHIFFLER EQUIPMENT SALES INC $367. 1
9
SOCIAL STUDIES SCHOOL SVC $ 1 97.06
SONGS FOR TEACHING $25.90
SPDC-ERCSD $0.00
STAMP FULFILLMENT SERVICE $798.60
STAPLES $1,032.82
STEVE SPANGLER SCIENCE $203 . 70
STEWARD, JOY $705.68
STUMPS AND PARTY BOOK $116.91
SUNTERRA EQUIPMENT INC. $3,592.00
SURPLUS DISTRIBUTION SECT $761 .75
SWISH MAINTENANCE, LTD. $ 1 ,366.44
SYSTEMS PLUS COMPUTER INC $1,1 90.00
TANNER HILL MILLING & CONSTRUCTION $206.00
Teacher Created Resources $9 1 .07
TEACHER DIRECT $96.82
TEACHER'S DISCOVERY $193.10
TECHNOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION $ 1 50.00
THE COLLEGE BOARD $52.00
THE COSTUMER $27.95
TOWN & COUNTRY CLEANING SERVICE $373.44
TOWN OF STRATFORD $15,177.90
TREASURER, ST OF N.H. $534.32
TREASURER, STATE OF NH $5,121.05
Trend $70.34
TRI STATE FIRE PROTECTION, LLC $228. 1
5
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUND $25,000.00
UKRAINIAN GIFT SHOP, INC. $97.45
UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION $290.00
UNIFIRST CORPORATION $4,316.13
UNION LEADER CORP. $90.00
UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY $31,167.67
VERMONT RECREATIONAL SURFACING & FI $14,242 .00
VERSA PRODUCTS INC $7,535.00
VILLAGE BOOK STORE $582.00
WEEKLY READER CORP $944.20
WEIR, KATIE $261.00
WEST MUSIC COMPANY $552.99
WHITE MOUNTAIN LIMOUSINE & CAR SERV $572.00
YMCA $700.00
ZIZZA LOCK & SAFE $438.00
249 Vendors Listed. $1,1 40,904.54
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STRATFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND SUMMARY
For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2010
Beg. Balance 7/01/09
Deposits














Withdrawals $ $ $







GENERAL FUND SPENT BUDGET BUDGET DIFF. =/-
SALARIES $1,084,172 932,640 1,012,486 79,845 A
HEALTH INSURANCE $181,348 189,234 196,683 7,449 B
DENTAL INSURANCE $6,263 5,581 6,672 1,091
LIFE & DISABILITY INSURANCE $6,395 7,569 7,321 -247
FICA $81,840 66,944 70,665 3,721
NH RETIREMENT-EMPLOYEE $8,188 7,942 10,022 2,080
NH RETIREMENT-TEACHER $64,673 55,416 67,320 11,905 C
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT $6,080 7,900 7,900
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION $3,415 1,472 4,201 2,730
WORKER'S COMPENSATION $4,893 5,731 6,033 302
UNUSED SICK TIME $1,500 9,090 8,416 -674
SAU MANAGEMENT SERVICES $107,232 115,214 99,741 -15,472 D
INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT $2,368 5,000 6,812 1,812
REFEREES $2,260 1,700 -1,700
DRIVER EDUCATION $0 900 -900
TEACHER MENTOR $2,000
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES $96,229 118,347 108,466 -9,881 E
OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES -$1,477 203 703 500
LEGAL $3,110 5,000 5,000
AUDIT $4,093 4,400 6,600 2,200
WATER/SEWER $14,253 16,500 15,500 -1,000
DISPOSAL SERVICES $5,901 6,700 6,500 -200
PLOWING $3,800 3,000 4,000 1,000
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE $52,317 32,349 34,234 1,885
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE COMPUTERS $754 859 856 -3
RENTAL MODULAR CLASSROOM $0
COPIER RENTAL $5,308 6,300 6,300
SPORTS TRIPS $11,278 6,500 6,500
FIELD TRIPS $6,068 13,246 8,140 -5,106 F
SPED TRANSPORTATION $4,081 3,001 12,001 9,000 G
TRANSPORTATION CONTRACT $40,358 42,032 43,729 1,697
INSURANCE $8,025 8,000 8,500 500
TELEPHONES $1,639 3,800 3,000 -800
POSTAGE/PETTY CASH $1,099 2,000 1,800 -200
ADVERTISING $6,181 6,000 6,000
PRINTING & BINDING $3,174 2,820 4,050 1,230
TUITION-SPECIAL EDUCATION $25,001 42,830 99,801 56,971 H
OTHER TUITION $12,629 5,000 4,000 -1,000
TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT $5,161 6,750 6,747 -3
GENERAL SUPPLIES $50,117 55,423 53,725 -1,698
ELECTRICITY $23,319 25,683 25,755 72
BOTTLED GAS $1,640 2,000 2,000
HEATING OIL $27,523 48,000 48,000
GASOLINE/DIESEL $0
FOOD $2,573 2,850 3,400 550
TEXTBOOKS/WORKBOOKS $8,900 18,089 20,232 2,143
SOFTWARE $2,876 9,727 12,530 2,803
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS $5,908 3 3
NEW FURNITURE & FIXTURES $290 385 700 315
NEW COMPUTERS $0
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $937 11,950 13,234 1,284
REPLACE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT $6,205 5,200 4,820 -380
EQUIPMENT $8,505 4,841 8,532 3,691
DUES & FEES $7,038 8,498 17,010 8,512 I







GENERAL FUND SPENT BUDGET BUDGET DIFF. =/-
FOODSERVICE
SALARIES $45,874 44,114 45,306 1.192
HEALTH INSURANCE $16,847 23,249 24,238 989
FICA 52,776 3.292 3,342 50
RETIREMENT-EMPLOYEE $1,440 1,582 1,903 321
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP. $295 185 468 283
WORKERS COMP $1,274 1.313 1.333 20
OTHER PROFESSIONALTECHNICAL $0 350 350
REPAIRS/MAINTENANCE $3,383 2,000 2.000
TRAVEL EXPENSES $0 450 450
SUPPLIES $447 3.500 3,500
FOOD $40,834 55.000 55,000
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT $530 750 4.149 3,399
iDUESFEES $320 650 650
TOTAL FOOD SERVICE $114,021 136,435 142.688 6.253|
TOTAL GENERAL & FOOD FUNDS 2,131,463 2,077,054 2,249,328 172,274
SPECIAL FEDERAL FUNDS - Grants 140,000 140.000
TOTAL GENERAL. FOOD & FEDERAL FUNDS 2,217,054 2,389,328 172,274
SEPARATE WARRANT ARTICLES
0]
SUBTOTAL 2,217,054 2,389,328 172,274 7.8%
NEGOTIATED SALARY INCREASES
SPECIAL ED TRUST FUND 25.000 -25.000
SUBTOTAL 2,242,054 2,389,328 147,274
GRAND TOTAL 2,242,054 2,389,328 1 47,274 6.6%
MAJOR VARIANCES
A. Positions remain the same, negotiated raises.
B. Health NTE 16%.
C. NH Retirement 9.07% next year.
D. SAU Budget decreased for 2011/2012.
E. Hired our own OT, not through NCES anymore.
F. Decrease in planned field trips.
G. Increase in services to be provided.
H. Increase in student sped tuition.



















































PROPOSED I3ROPOSED DIFF +/-
BUDGET BUDGET
554,529.51 $ 546,277.01 $$ (8,252.50)
$ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00 $ -
$ 102,690.31 $ 117,308.07 $ 14,617.76
$ 33,820.00 $ 48,983.75 $ 15,163.75
$ 4,139.00 $ 5,272.00 $ 1,133.00
$ 5,789.76 $ 5,451.64 $ (338.12)
$ 42,420.60 $ 41,790.23 $ (630.37)
$ 39,663.39 $ 45,476.03 $ 5,812.64
$ 3,400.00 $ 3,400.00 $ -
$ 954.97 $ 2,544.98 $ 1,590.01
$ 2,716.66 $ 2,765.35 $ 48.69
$ 9,090.00 $ 8,415.51 $ (674.49)
$ 400.00 $ 600.00 $ 200.00
$ - $ - $ -
$ 6,300.00 $ 6,300.00 $ -
$ 150.00 $ 600.00 $ 450.00
$ 2,700.00 $ 2,700.00 $ -
$ 350.00 $ 350.00 $ -
$ - $ 300.00 $ 300.00
$ - $ 165.00 $ 165.00
$ 866.44 $ 443.00 $ (423.44)
$ 376.45 $ 563.00 $ 186.55
$ - $ - $ -
$ 600.00 $ 541.00 $ (59.00)
$ 400.00 $ 426.00 $ 26.00
$ 1,010.00 $ 1,015.00 $ 5.00
$ 407.00 $ 407.00 $ -
$ 600.00 $ 300.00 $ (300.00)
$ 700.00 $ 700.00 $ -
$ 654.69 $ 1,391.00 $ 736.31
$ 364.10 $ 468.00 $ 103.90
$ 624.65 $ 238.00 $ (386.65)
$ 3,410.00 $ 468.00 $ (2,942.00)
$ 553.25 $ 485.00 $ (68.25)
$ - $ 70.00 $ 70.00
$ 368.75 $ 564.00 $ 195.25
$ 2,040.48 $ 782.00 $ (1,258.48)
$ - $ 1,634.00 $ 1,634.00
$ 25.00 $ - $ (25.00)
$ 400.00 $ 46.00 $ (354.00)
$ 1,090.00 $ - $ (1,090.00)
$ 504.00 $ - $ (504.00)
$ - $ - $ -




ENGLISH- DUES & FEES
WORLD LANGUAGE-DUES & FEES
WORLD LANGUAGE-SUPPLIES
TEXTBOOKS-WORLD LANGUAGE










IND . ARTS-REPAIRS/ MAINT.
IND. ARTS-SUPPLIES
IND. ARTS-TEXTBOOKS

















SOCIAL STUDIES-FURNITURE & FIXTURES
SOCIAL STUDIES-OTHER EQUIPMENT












ALT ED HEALTH INS
$ 1,035.00 $ 970.00 $ (65.00)
$ 2,087.49 $ 1,795.00 $ (292.49)
$ 265.00 $ 75.00 $ (190.00)
$ - $ 40.00 $ 40.00
$ 950.19 $ 749.00 $ (201.19)
$ 299.00 $ 1,130.00 $ 831.00
$ - $ - $ -
$ 1,645.00 $ 1,451.00 $ (194.00)
$ 255.00 $ 255.00 $ -
$ 391.25 $ 355.00 $ (36.25)
$ 105.00 $ 100.00 $ (5.00)
$ 267.16 $ 639.00 $ 371.84
$ 2,500.00 $ 2,750.00 $ 250.00
$ 760.56 $ 2,177.00 $ 1,416.44
$ 173.31 $ 525.00 $ 351.69
$ 673.00 $ 112.00 $ (561.00)
$ 364.00 $ 334.00 $ (30.00)
$ 1,172.00 $ 967.00 $ (205.00)
$ 545.00 $ 390.00 $ (155.00)
$ - $ - $ -
$ 98.00 $ 106.00 $ 8.00
$ 617.78 $ 967.98 $ 350.20
$ - $ - $ -
$ - $ 230.00 $ 230.00
$ - $ 25.00 $ 25.00
$ 600.00 $ 600.00 $ -
$ 3,600.00 $ 3,600.00 $ -
$ 1,250.00 $ 1,250.00 $ -
$ 415.00 $ 415.00 $ -
$ 203.00 $ 203.00 $ -
$ 1,309.84 $ 2,067.00 $ 757.16
$ 449.88 $ 450.00 $ 0.12
$ 149.63 $ 3,317.00 $ 3,167.37
$ 658.85 $ 548.00 $ (110.85)
$ 1,890.00 $ 2,142.00 $ 252.00
$ - $ - $ -
$ - $ - $ -
$ - $ - $ -
$ 213.00 $ - $ (213.00)
$ 859.00 $ 856.00 $ (3.00)
$ 1,040.00 $ 1,055.00 $ 15.00
$ 2,800.00 $ 2,105.00 $ (695.00)
$ 5,200.00 $ 5,020.00 $ (180.00)
$ 900.00 $ - $ (900.00)
$ - $ 500.00 $ 500.00
$ - $ 80.00 $ 80.00
$ - $ 500.00 $ 500.00
$ 874,850.95 $ 905,891.55 $ 31,040.60
$ 1.00 $ 18,075.00 $ 18,074.00
$ 1.00 $ - $ (1.00)
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ALT ED DENTAL $ 1.00 $ 200.00 $ 199.00
ALT ED FICA $ 1.00 $ 1,382.74 $ 1,381.74
ALT ED TEACHER RETIREMENT $ 1.00 $ 1,639.40 $ 1,638.40
ALT ED SOFTWARE $ - $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00
TUITION-PRIVATE SOURCE $ 10,610.00 $ - $ (10,610.00)
TOTAL $ 10,615.00 $ 24,297.14 $ 13,682.14
SPECIAL EDUCATION
41,150.00 $ 42,650.00 $SALARIES $ 1,500.00
SALARY-PARAPROFESSIONALS $ 17,352.51 $ 41,458.95 $ 24,106.44
SALARY-SUMMER PROGRAM $ - $ 1,121.00 $ 1,121.00
HEALTH INSURANCE $ 23,249.00 $ 16,155.67 $ (7,093.33)
DENTAL INSURANCE $ 360.00 $ 400.00 $ 40.00
LIFE & DISABILITY $ 287.28 $ 378.00 $ 90.72
FICA $ 4,475.44 $ 6,434.33 $ 1,958.89
TEACHER'S RETIREMENT $ 3,082.14 $ 3,868.36 $ 786.22
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ 123.20 $ 624.00 $ 500.80
WORKER'S COMP INSURANCE $ 286.66 $ 412.14 $ 125.48
STAFF DEVELOPMENT $ 600.00 $ 600.00 $ -
OTHER PROFESSIONAL/TECHNICAL 74,282.00 $ 54,326.00 $ (19,956.00)
SPEECH TESTING MATERIALS $ - $ - $ -
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE $ - $ - $ -
TUITION/PUBLIC $ - $ - $ -
TUITION/PRIVATE $ 32,220.00 $ 99,801.00 $ 67,581.00
EXPENSE/TRAVEL $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $ -
SUPPLIES $ 512.50 $ 690.00 $ 177.50
SOFTWARE $ 250.00 $ 300.00 $ 50.00
TEXTBOOKS $ 450.00 $ 580.00 $ 130.00
SPEECH SUPPLIES $ - $ - $ -
NEW COMPUTER-STUDENT $ - $ - $ -
DUES/FEES $ - $ - $ -
TOTAL $ 199,180.73 $ 270,299.45 $ 71,118.72
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
TUITION $ 5,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $ (1,000.00)
TOTAL $ 5,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $ (1,000.00)
CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAMS
SALARIES $ 10,945.00 $ 8,668.00 $ (2,277.00)
FICA $ 839.00 $ 664.00 $ (175.00)
RETIREMENT $ 620.00 $ 670.00 $ 50.00
DRAMA-MAINTENANCE $ 300.00 $ 300.00 $ -
DRAMA EQUIPMENT $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $ -
DRAMA-EXPENSE-TRAVEL $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ -
DRAMA SUPPLIES $ 1,000.00 $ 550.00 $ (450.00)
DRAMA TEXTBOOKS $ - $ 450.00 $ 450.00
DRAMA-DUES/FEES $ 290.00 $ 290.00 $ -
COOPERTIVE FEES $ 5,000.00 $ - $ (5,000.00)
PHYS. ED-REFEREES $ 1,700.00 $ - $ (1,700.00)
PHYS. ED-TRAVEL REIMB. $ 700.00 $ 500.00 $ (200.00)
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PHYS. ED.-SUPPLIES $ 900.00 $ 265.00 $ (635.00)
PHYS ED EQUIPMENT $ - $ - $ -
PHYS. ED.-UNIFORMS $ 700.00 $ - $ (700.00)
PHYS. ED.- CCOP DUES & FEES $ 2,100.00 $ 10,500.00 $ 8,400.00
TOTAL $ 26,594.00 $ 24,357.00 $ (2,237.00)
GUIDANCE
SALARY $ 36,550.02 $ 41,136.00 $ 4,585.98
HEALTH INSURANCE $ 7,749.71 $ 8,081.84 $ 332.13
DENTAL INSURANCE $ 360.00 $ 400.00 $ 40.00
LIFE & DISABILITY $ 390.60 $ 390.60 $ -
FICA $ 2,796.08 $ 3,146.91 $ 350.83
TEACHER'S RETIREMENT $ 2,737.59 $ 3,731.04 $ 993.45
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ 61.60 $ 156.00 $ 94.40
WORKER'S COMP $ 179.09 $ 201.57 $ 22.48
INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT $ 350.00 $ 350.00 $ -
REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE $ - $ - $ -
EXPENSE/TRAVEL $ 400.00 $ 450.00 $ 50.00
SUPPLIES $ 1,400.00 $ - $ (1,400.00)
TEXTBOOKS $ 100.00 $ - $ (100.00)
EQUIPMENT $ - $ 4,500.00 $ 4,500.00
TOTAL $ 53,074.69 $ 62,543.96 $ 9,469.27
HEALTH
OTHER PROF-TECHNICAL $ 39,065.00 $ 40,237.00 $ 1,172.00
SUPPLIES $ 750.00 3 750.00 $ -
TOTAL $ 39,815.00 $ 40,987.00 $ 1,172.00
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
OT PROFRESSIONAL SERVICES $ - $ 14,403.07 $ 14,403.07
SUPPLIES $ - $ 420.00 $ 420.00
TRAVEL $ - $ - $ -
TOTAL $ - $ 14,823.07 $ 14,823.07
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
3,000.00 $ 5,337.00 $IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION $ 2,337.00
TEACHER MENTOR $ - $ - $ -
TRAVEL $ 1,000.00 $ 997.00 $ (3.00)
TOTAL $ 4,000.00 $ 6,334.00 $ 2,334.00
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
42,050.00 $ 43,150.00 $SALARY $ 1,100.00
HEALTH INSURANCE $ 8,000.00 $ 8,000.00 $ -
DENTAL INSURANCE $ 360.00 $ 400.00 $ 40.00
LIFE & DISABILITY $ 390.60 $ 390.60 $ -
FICA $ 3,216.82 $ 3,300.98 $ 84.16
RETIREMENT $ 3,149.55 $ 3,913.70 $ 764.15
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ 61.60 $ 156.00 $ 94.40
WORKMAN'S COMP $ 206.05 $ 211.43 $ 5.38
SEMINARS & CONFERENCES $ 450.00 $ 525.00 $ 75.00
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REPAIRS/MAINTENANCE $ 150.00 $ 575.00 $ 425.00
TRAVEL $ 300.00 $ - $ (300.00)
SUPPLIES $ 930.00 $ 1,140.00 $ 210.00
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT $ 600.00 $ 235.00 $ (365.00)
TEXTBOOKS/PERIODICALS $ 4,300.00 $ 4,300.00 $ -
FURNITURE $ 385.00 $ 700.00 $ 315.00
DUES & FEES $ 60.00 $ 45.00 $ (15.00)
REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT $ 420.00 $ 164.00 $ (256.00)
TOTAL $ 65,029.62 $ 67,206.71 $ 2,177.09
SCHOOL BOARD SERVICES
3,085.00 $ 3,085.00 $SALARIES $ -
FICA $ 236.00 $ 236.00 $ -
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT $ - $ - $ -
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ - $ - $ -
WORKMAN'S COMP $ - $ - $ -
OTHER PROFESSIONAL/SERVICES $ - $ - $ -
OTHER PROF AUDIT $ 4,400.00 $ 6,600.00 $ 2,200.00
OTHER PROF LEGAL $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 $ -
ADVERTISING $ 6,000.00 $ 6,000.00 $ -
PRINTING & BINDING $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
DUES/FEES $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00 $ -
TOTAL $ 23,221.00 $ 25,421.00 $ 2,200.00
SAU MANAGEMENT SERVICES
115,213.59 $ 99,741.41 $SAU MANAGEMENT SERVICES $ (15,472.18)
TOTAL $ 115,213.59 $ 99,741.41 $ (15,472.18)
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES $ 73,600.00 $ 77,800.00 $ 4,200.00
SALARY - PRINCIPAL SECRETARY $ 25,392.00 $ 27,643.20 $ 2,251.20
SALARY - SUBSTITUTE $ 600.00 $ 400.00 $ (200.00)
HEALTH INSURANCE $ 15,499.41 $ 22,103.91 $ 6,604.50
INSURANCE BUYOUT $ - $ 8,612.00 $ 8,612.00
DENTAL $ 360.00 $ - $ (360.00)
LIFE & DISABILITY $ 630.00 $ 630.00 $ -
FICA $ 7,572.90 $ 8,066.40 $ 493.50
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT $ 2,325.91 $ 3,065.63 $ 739.72
TEACHER RETIREMENT $ 5,512.65 $ 7,056.46 $ 1,543.81
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT $ 3,000.00 $ 3,000.00 $ -
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ 134.76 $ 377.00 $ 242.24
WORKMAN'S COMP $ 485.07 $ 516.66 $ 31.59
POSTAGE/PETTY CASH $ 2,000.00 $ 1,800.00 $ (200.00)
PRINTING/BINDING $ 1,320.00 $ 1,300.00 $ (20.00)
EXPENSE/TRAVEL $ 2,100.00 $ 2,100.00 $ -
SUPPLIES $ 4,150.00 $ 4,100.00 $ (50.00)
ADMIN SOFTWARE $ 6,000.00 $ 6,600.00 $ 600.00
DUES/FEES $ 500.00 $ 600.00 $ 100.00
TOTAL $ 151,182.70 $ 175,771.26 $ 24,588.56
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SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
SALARY $ 10,992.23 $ 12,064.00 $ 1,071.77
HEALTH INSURANCE $ 3,099.86 $ 2,847.73 $ (252.13)
LIFE & DISABILITY $ 80.64 $ 80.64 $ -
FICA $ 840.91 $ 922.89 $ 81.98
RETIREMENT $ 823.32 $ 1,094.20 $ 270.88
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 $ -
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ 12.32 $ 31.20 $ 18.88
WORKER'S COMP INSURANCE $ 53.86 $ 59.11 $ 5.25
TRAVEL $ 600.00 $ 600.00 $ -
SUPPLIES $ 300.00 $ 300.00 $ -
DUES & FEES $ 1,400.00 $ 1,400.00 $ -
TOTAL $ 19,703.14 $ 20,899.77 $ 1,196.63
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
SALARIES $ 59,404.80 $ 61,193.60 $ 1,788.80
SALARIES - SUMMER $ 5,167.00 $ 5,168.00 $ 1.00
SALARY - SUBSTITUTE $ 3,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $ (1,500.00)
HEALTH INSURANCE $ 28,944.07 $ 30,185.74 $ 1,241.67
FICA $ 4,544.47 $ 4,681.30 $ 136.83
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT $ 5,441.47 $ 6,786.37 $ 1,344.90
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP $ 123.20 $ 312.00 $ 188.80
WORKMAN'S COMP $ 1,803.57 $ 1,866.39 $ 62.82
WATER/SEWER $ 16,500.00 $ 15,500.00 $ (1,000.00)
DISPOSAL SERVICES $ 6,700.00 $ 6,500.00 $ (200.00)
PLOWING $ 3,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $ 1,000.00
REPAIRS/MAINTENANCE $ 30,410.00 $ 32,175.00 $ 1,765.00
RENTAL - MODULAR CLASSROOM $ - $ - $ -
PROPERTY INSURANCE $ 8,000.00 $ 8,500.00 $ 500.00
TELEPHONES $ 3,800.00 $ 3,000.00 $ (800.00)
SUPPLIES $ 23,135.00 $ 23,820.00 $ 685.00
ELECTRICITY $ 25,683.00 $ 25,755.00 $ 72.00
BOTTLED GAS $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $ -
HEATING OIL $ 48,000.00 $ 48,000.00 $ -
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT $ 10,700.00 $ 10,350.00 $ (350.00)
OTHER EQUIPMENT $ 2,000.00 $ 2,400.00 $ 400.00
DUES/FEES $ - $ - $ -
TOTAL $ 288,356.58 $ 293,693.40 $ 5,336.82
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION CONTRACT $ 42,032.00 $ 43,729.28 $ 1,697.28
SPECIAL ED. TRANSPORTATION $ 3,000.00 $ 12,000.00 $ 9,000.00
TRANSPORTATION SPORTS $ 6,500.00 $ 6,500.00 $ -
TRANSPORTATION FIELD TRIPS $ 13,246.00 $ 8,140.00 $ (5,106.00)
ALT ED TRANSPORTATION $ 1.00 $ 1.00 $ -
TOTAL $ 64,779.00 $ 70,370.28 $ 5,591.28
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES $ 3.00 $ 3.00 $
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$ 136,435.00 $ 142,688.00 $ 6,253.00
$ 2,077,054.00 $ 2,249,328.00 $ 172,274.00
$ 130,000.00 $ 130,000.00 $
$ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 $ -
$ - $ - $ -
$ - $ - $
$
-
$ 140,000.00 $ 140,000.00 $ -
TOTAL INCLUDING FEDERAL FUNDS $ 2,217,054.00 $ 2,389,328.00 $ 172,274.00
WARRANT ARTICLE
MAINTENANCE FUND $ 25,000.00 $
NEGOTIATIONS - TEACHERS $ $
ARTICLES - HOOPS $ - $
ARTICLES $ $
































To Be Placed in Trust Fund
Unreserved to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL REVENUE BEFORE GRANT
ADEQUATE EDUCATION GRANT

















































2010/2011 2010/2011 2011/2012 Diff. +/-
1,940,619.00 1,940,619.00 2,106,640.00 166,021.00




25,000.00 25,000.00 0.00 -25,000.00
2,242,054.00 2,242,054.00 2,389,328.00 147,274.00
0.00 123,285.00 0.00 -123,285.00
25,000.00 25,000.00 0.00 -25,000.00
384,000.00 366,500.00 313,500.00 -53,000.00
140,000.00 140,000.00 140,000.00
549,000.00 654,785.00 453,500.00 -201,285.00
Amount before grant 1,693,054.00 1,587,269.00 1,935,828.00 348,559.00
State Education Grant
Additional Aid - 2.1767% of 10/11
810,377.00 805,454.00 502,518.00 -302,936.00
0.00 0.00 19,993.00 19,993.00
Amount to be raised by taxes 882,677.00 781,815.00 1,413,317.00 631,502.00
State School Property Tax (raised locally) 115,757.00 120,680.00 119,684.00 -996.00
Local School Property Tax: 766,920.00 661,135.00 1,293,633.00 632,498.00
School Property Tax 9.84 8.77 17.17 8.40
Negotiations - Teacher's 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Petition - Hoops 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
State School Property Tax Rate : 2.30 2.41 2.39 -0.02
Total State & Local School Tax Rate: 12.15 11.18 19.56 8.38
'Based upon $75,351,191 net assessed valuation and $50,116,491 net assessment-no utilities
School Tax
Rates 200,000.00 100,000.00 75,000.00 50,000.00

















Staff Development Day 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00
Curriculum Development 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00
Sub-Total 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00
Board Services
Treasurer 515.00 515.00 0.00
FICA 40.00 40.00 0.00
Audit 2,500.00 5,000.00 2,500.00
Board Minutes 165.00 200.00 35.00
FICA 15.00 16.00 1.00
Legal Services 2,500.00 2,500.00 0.00
Sub-Total 5,735.00 8,271.00 2,536.00
SAU #58 Management
Superintendent Salary 85,000.00 90,000.00 5,000.00
Tech Coord. E-Rate 1,000.00 3,000.00 2,000.00
Admin./Curr. Coord. 18,750.00 11,250.00 -7,500.00
Secretary 31,794.71 33,853.50 2,058.79
Health Insurance 27,496.87 27,695.45 198.58
Dental Insurance 745.92 783.75 37.83
Life & Disability 700.00 600.00 -100.00
FICA 10,445.67 10,909.17 463.50
Retirement 10,698.40 13,735.35 3,036.95
Tuition Reimbursement 5,040.00 1,500.00 -3,540.00
Unemp. Comp. 716.86 656.09 -60.77
Workers Comp. 737.34 570.41 -166.93
Travel 3,750.00 3,750.00 0.00
Dues & Fees 3,000.00 5,500.00 2,500.00
Sub-Total 199,875.77 203,803.72 3,927.95
Other Exec. Mgmt. Services
Staff Training 2,000.00 1,450.00 -550.00
Technical Services 1,000.00 3,750.00 2,750.00
Copy Machine Rental 2,000.00 1,500.00 -500.00
Telephones 2,000.00 1,500.00 -500.00
Internet Fees 64,578.00 64,578.00 0.00
Postage/Bank Fees 4,300.00 4,184.00 -116.00
Advertisements 2,500.00 2,500.00 0.00
District Software 10,000.00 14,400.00 4,400.00
Supplies 3,500.00 5,000.00 1,500.00
Network Software 1,000.00 1,200.00 200.00
Replacement of Computers 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00
Dues & Fees 900.00 900.00 0.00
Sub-Total 94,778.00 101,962.00 7,184.00
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Fiscal Management
Salary Business Manager 53,819.77 56,098.81 2,279.04
Health Insurance Buyout 6,386.21 6,000.00 -386.21
Salary Payroll & Payables 47,920.60 56,580.20 8,659.60
Health Insurance 14,724.45 16,961.88 2,237.43
Dental Insurance 1,118.88 1,175.63 56.75
Life & Disability 700.00 590.00 -110.00
FICA 8,271.68 9,078.94 807.26
Retirement 9,319.42 12,496.10 3,176.68
Tuition Reimbursement 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00
Unemp. Comp. 534.14 514.37 -19.77
Workers Comp. 583.88 474.27 -109.61
Prof./Technical Service 10,455.03 10,422.00 -33.03
Travel Expense 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00
Supplies 2,000.00 2,000.00 0.00






























Sub-Total 17,100.00 17,250.00 150.00
Salary & Benefit Pool 16,350.17 0.00 -16,350.17
Total 498,123.00 512,128.92 14,005.92
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STRATFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
2010-2011
It is a privilege to have been selected as your Superintendent of Schools and to
submit this annual superintendent's school report. Since I assumed this position July 1
.
2010. we have continued to face many challenges. The area economy continues to be
in shambles. We were also faced with increased expenses beyond our control
increased special education costs, increased insurance costs, both from President
Obama's new federal insurance program and normal anticipated yearly insurance
irc reases. increased retirement contributions because of the state's decreased
contributions, and a S300.000 decrease in state adequacy aid, As I write this report, the
decision for the budget has not been settled yet for the upcoming year. There appears
to be a large group of taxpayers who would like to see grades six through twelve go to a
d ffererrt school. I'm not sure what the final results will be but there will be many
challenges whichever way this issue is decided. Finally, there isn't a clear long term
direction in where this district and other districts within the SAU intend to move in the
future. I have stressed collaboration, communication, and cooperation between the
three boards in the best interests of the students and taxpayers.
I celieve we have made significant progress in all these areas over the past
several months. Some of the highlights are as follows:
F r st. we know this is a difficult time for everyone. Many are faced with job losses.
looming property tax bills, and we all face a crippling state and national economy.
There is much to cause us concern, but there is also much to be proud of and to hold on
to. Our school, which have been recognized nationally as some of the best in the
nation a re practically the only asset we have left in our community. Many believe we
need to hold onto the outstanding academic and co-cunicular programs that have been
so successful and that have prepared our children to go on into the world either to
further their education or join the work force or armed sen/ices. However, we must
continue looking toward the future and not always dwell on past glories and
achievements. Decisions to eliminate positions and programs are never easy, but the
administration and the board have agreed that we must not create a negative
educational impact to our students. Fortunately, enrollment has stabilized and
enrollment this year is almost exactly what it was last year. We know that if enrollment
trends continue to decline and funding continues to decrease, tougher choices will have
to be made and further cuts may be necessary. Although at the time I'm writing this
report the budget has not been finalized nor has the issue of possible tuitioning some
students been solved. Certainly there is a great deal of pride in the Stratford Public
School and the accomplishment of our students. Unfortunately, with an anticipated 76 : -.
increase in taxes, the ability to keep the school as the centerpiece for the town may be
- _ecca rdy.
Second, the board started the process of updating all their policies. Fortunately.
most of the policies are only three to five years old so many are still appropriate. So far
the Board has reviewed and passed about 100 new policies including state mandated
policies on bullying, attendance, and air quality issues. There are stiil many more to
r
e. e,\ cut i believe we have made significant progress in this area.
Third, the SAL) 58 board is developing a long-term strategic plan for the SAL).
While still in draft form, the board has identified some key results areas, goals, and
objectives to move the SAU in a specific direction. The following is the "executive
summary of those actions."
"The following are the three main areas the plan stresses and a sample of some of the
goals in each area. The respective Annex will include individual goals and specific
objectives. These KRA's can only be achieved through collaboration, cooperation, and
communication between all three districts.
1. Annex 1 : Create and sustain a safe and respectful environment for
students and staff.
a. Develop and implement a comprehensive facilities improvement plan
which stresses safety and efficiency of our physical plant.
b. Ensure emergency/crisis plans are current and comply with FEMA
regulations
c. Be proactive in the prevention and bullying harassment
2. Annex 2: Develop and implement a plan which instructional strategies
within the curriculum to maximize student achievement appropriate to
development and learning style. The key to this is through curriculum,
instruction, and assessment.
a. Apply mission, beliefs, and student companies for the emerging profile of
a 21
st
century learner to all students
b. Accelerate achievement for all students, across all competencies and
reduce achievement disparities among all groups of students.
c. Ensure all students AND STAFF become proficient users of technology.
d. Use technology to enhance communication between educators and
parents.
e. Provide professional development in the differentiation of instruction to
ensure the engagement of all students
3. Annex 3: Stress efficiency at all levels. In this case we define efficiency as
meaning a way to get the same or a better produce at a decreased cost. For
instruction it means how we because better at teaching.
a. Create scheduled, sufficient, and sustained time for staff members to carry
out the work of the school in collaborative Professional Learning
Committees.
b. Determine the most efficient way to procure, use, and dispose of
technology to carry out district wide and school technology plans.
c. Provide professional development in the use of data to drive instruction
d. Ensure instruction if aligned with GLEs to improve NECAP scores and
make AYP
e. Explore way to collaborate and share resources
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f. Use the Danielson model to continue to evaluate and improve instruction
g. Continue to refine our mentorship model
h. Obtain a grant writer
i. Investigate having the technology coordinator and special education
director an SAU position."
These are ambitious goals and ones that the administration and staff have been
working on throughout the school year, and will continue to work on. As always, the
ultimate goal is to provide the best education possible for our students while considering
the ability of the taxpayers to pay for this education. We have worked very hard to focus
our goals on improving student achievement through aligning curriculum, analyzing
assessment data, and improving instructional practices within the classroom. Our
students have made significant gains on both the statewide NECAP assessment as well
as the nationally normed NWEA assessment. I am very proud of the outstanding work
done by the staff and administration to meet the 21 st Century challenges posed by
globalization and the No Child Left Behind legislation.
We are in economically challenging times to provide educational leadership to
our school communities, but the work is made easier to complete with the
administrators, teachers, parents, and community members within our SAU focused on
a common mission. Our mission is to provide the best educational opportunities for all
our children given our limited resources. The Stratford School Board (Mike Lynch,
Harlan Connary, and Jack Avery) deserves a great deal of credit for their commitment to
our school's educational programs. They put a tremendous amount of time and effort
into their positions, not to mention the questions they must answer from the public, staff,
and students.
There are tough choices ahead to keep this SAU and Stratford School District
sustainable, but we need to continue to work together to make sure that the students
and their futures remain the focus of our educational mission.
Finally, I would like to applaud the staff and students for their successes and
accomplishments this past year. I want to thank Principal Tonya Arnold as well as
Special Education Director Pam MacDonald for their hard work and service. They have
done a tremendous job under sometimes extremely difficult conditions. The central
office staff has also worked tirelessly to provide detailed information for all the various
committees and individuals who have requested information and I appreciate all the
hours they have dedicated to supporting the administrative team. I would also like to
extend my sincere appreciation to Fred Bailey for his dedication and continued service
to the SAU and to me. The number of days Mr. Bailey will work, again, will be reduced
for next year. His services will be sorely missed. We are fortunate to have such an
exceptional group of people working with our students and for our community.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve your community as superintendent of
schools. I am always available if you wish to discuss concerns or how we might make
our school better. Thank you for your continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
James D. "Dan" Shallow
Superintendent of Schools
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Stratford School Mission Statement and Exit Outcomes
"The mission of Stratford School District is to enable every student to acquire and
demonstrate the skills, knowledge, and attitudes essential to be a responsible world
citizen through experiential, community-based, and self directed opportunities. In
short, Stratford Students will be stewards of their community."
When a student graduates from Stratford Public School, the student will be a team
member who is:
An effective communicator - someone who can express his or her ideas so other
people can understand them. An effective communicator listens with an open
mind to other people's ideas;
Respectful of differences - someone who is not prejudiced and respects the
opinions of others even if they do not agree personally;
A creative problem solver - someone who solves problems effectively and with
creativity;
An informed decision maker - someone who is decisive, but informed and clear
about the decisions they are making and the consequences of the decision;
Adaptable to change - someone who can make adjustments to better his or
herself in a changing environment;
A creative thinker - someone who can come up with creative ideas without having
to rely on others;
An inventor and producer - someone who creates original products and ideas
and puts them into action;
A responsible contributor to our school and community - someone who
contributes to the school and community in a respectful, practical, and useful way;
A self-directed learner able to access information - someone who is able to gain
information for themselves and not need guidance from others;
Someone who has acquired a life-long love of learning - someone who puts a lot
of hard work into gaining knowledge throughout his or her life;
Respectful of the natural environment - someone who values, appreciates, and




The past year was rewarding as well as challenging. Our cooperative teams are doing very well
and our cross country team members qualified to compete individually at the State level.
Despite the budgetary uncertainty prompted by State redistribution of funding, students and staff
continue to put forth effort to make the best of their opportunities here.
There were many positives at your school this year. Disciplinary referrals declined, and your
students continue to excel academically. Mrs. Hughes lead students into the Granite State
Challenge: though they did not place they competed respectably against a much larger school.
Mrs. Hughes' HS English students were praised as engaged members in the Journalism
Workshop at WMR. One student was selected to have her letter published in the N Y Times.
Probably the most significant of our academic accomplishments is that we continue to meet our
annual yearly progress goals imposed by the state, except for one small area of mathematics.
The elementary team has taken the challenge to improve in this area very seriously. The staff is
collaborating regarding changes in preparation for the math portion of the state testing, looking
at new ideas for the delivery of mathematical concepts for students who struggle in that area,
and using the Response to Intervention (Rtl) concept to help provide added support.
We are able to offer French and Spanish in partnership with GHS. Mr. Morneau uses AV
equipment to teach a section of French to GHS students and now has the knowledge and
experience to support our students if they choose to learn Spanish through the AV connection
from Mrs. Atkinson. With this position, we have been able to provide French instruction to all
students k-8 as well as offer the high school courses.
Through the hard work of Mr. Hoyt and grant funding we have access to innovative technology
and tech integration. An integrator comes in twice a week to work with teachers from the
planning process through delivery in the classroom. MOBIs, smartboards, smartprojectors,
document cameras and high speed internet are being used now k-12 to create engaging
interactive lessons. The staff have created web pages through the Edline system and our
existing online grade, attendance and behavior tracking student
Through the combined efforts of Ms. Sheehan (FACS), Mr. Wrobleski (Guidance) and Mr. Hoyt
(Technology) many HS students are taking eStart courses of interest to them for dual credit (HS
and College).
Staff initiative to obtain additional grant funding included Ms. Ramsdell obtaining $2,000 grant
for SAP work. Ms. Ramsdell obtaining $2,500 from the Department of Health and Human
Services called the Incentive Fund grant award for Coos County and Ms. Adams applied for
additional $9,952 in Reallocation Funds. Mrs. Tobin arranged through a grant for an
internationally renowned singer, songwriter and performer to visit Stratford and offer a clinic to
Mrs. Hughes' students as well as Mrs. Tobin's choral students.
MS/HS FACS students continue to work with Mrs. Sheehan to prepare meals monthly for
seniors and elementary students perform songs for them. The 8
th
grade won the first place
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trophy and $150 for Best Performance for the prevention video they produced as part of FACS
class's integration with Ms. Ramsdell, SAP Coordinator.
This year ail 7-12 science students will enter a project in the Regional Science Fair. At the
Regional Science Fair May 10th , 2010,, our students won 1 st and 3 rd prize for grades 5-8 as well
as 1
st
prize for grades 9-12 in Best Overall, won 2nd , 3
rd and Honorable Mention for Scientific
category grades 5-8, and made a clean sweep placing at every level in the Creative category for
grades 5-8. The 8th grade tech class went to the Technology Student Association
NH Conference and placed second in the state in the Bridge Building competition.
A benefit to small class sizes was demonstrated by last year's Graduating class, which had 2
Presidential Scholars and 2 teams from Mrs. Hughes' class won a total of $4,000 dollars in the
Tillotson competition.
One of our biggest challenges concerned our budget. We were faced with declining revenues,
static enrollment, and increasing expenses due to an influx of special education students
combined with a $300,000 state funding decrease. To address this, the school board was
presented with many different options regarding reorganization. The board selected one option
and presented that, as well as brief description of the 7 other alternatives also considered, to the
public during an informational session in January. Many people attended this meeting and
strongly supported keeping Stratford Public School open. The discussion regarding the HS
portion was split, citing the desire to have more social after school options beyond the
cooperative teams, cross country, 2 drama productions, student council, youth in government,
quiz bowl, Granite State Challenge, robotics, ski program, school dances, movie nights and
other celebration activities we currently offer our students. The reality of this year's budget
crisis, brought about by changes and uncertainty in State funding, is that every possible option
will likely cause an increase in taxes for taxpayers due to the State's reallocation shifting more
funding to urban areas and away from rural areas.
As is always the case, each year brings accomplishments and some areas where we are
challenged. While our high school numbers will be low for the next two years we have solid






Stratford Public School-School Nurse Report
January 2011
The school year 2009-10 was busy. H1N1 flu was big news in the fall. We had seasonal and
H1N1 influenza clinics at the school for students, which were well attended. I did classroom
presentations about hand washing and cough etiquette. Although the H1N1 virus did not turn out
to be as dangerous as feared, I think the experience gained about dealing with epidemics was
valuable. We repeated the free flu vaccine clinic this year.
I consider health education to be a big part ofmy job. I enjoy going to classrooms and also
dispensing health tips along with bandaids. Some topics I covered last year and am repeating
this year for various grades are gun safety, sun safety, tooth care and nutrition. I also teach





my own education I have taken a two-month online course on fitness and nutrition, an on-line
course about asthma, and attended the School Health Symposium in March 2010.
Our school is part of the "Healthy Schools NH" project of the UNH Extension Service. This
project encourages good nutrition and nutrition education, as well as physical activity in our
school and community. We've been able to have Heidi Barker ofUNH Nutrition Connections
come to do nutrition teaching to our elementary grades [grades 1-3 so far]. Also, our school has
formed a Wellness group to look at creative ways we can improve diet and exercise here. At
present, this group consists of Mrs. Arnold, Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs. Martin, Dr. Avery and myself.
If you have access to the school website, I post general health information and links that I find
interesting there.
January is the month when I do health screenings for all students. Sports physicals will be
happening later in the spring. Everyday I do my best to help Stratford students be healthy, safe,




TEACHER SENIORITY & SALARY LIST
2010-2011
YRSOF
NAME SALARY STEP SERVICE
Morneau Renney $30,250 B-1
Hurley Nicholas $31,450 B-3
Tobin Molly $32,650 B-5 1
Weir Katie $30,850 B-2 1
Sheehan Nancy $18,439 M-2 1
Steward Joy $36,150 B+15-10 2
Laliberte Nicole $31,450 B-3 2
Andritz Terry $32,050 B-4 3
Galasyn Bonnie $33,850 B-7 3
O'Gilain Valerie $33,550 M-4 3
James Keven $34,650 M+15-5 5
Sanborn Debra $42,050 B+30-OS 5
Hoyt Steven $39,250 B-OS 5
Wrobleski Walter $36,550 M-9 9
Havrda Jeanne $36,150 B+15-10 10
Hughes Marie $43,600 M-OS 11
Hamelin Tina $38,650 B-OS 12
McKenzie Brenda $24,966 B+15-OS 21
Adams Sandra $46,200 M-OS 22












K. Weir 8 7 15
T. Hamelin 10 10
B. Galasyn 9 9
T. Andritz 9 12 21
High School 14 6 10 1 7 4 42
11 8 7 10 9 9 12 14 6 10 1 7 4 108
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RIGHTS OF PARENTS OR GUARDIANS
As the parent or guardian of a child who may require or who is receiving special
education and/or related services, you have the following rights:
* You have the right to have access to and examine all records relating to your
child's education.
* You have a right to receive prior written notice whenever the local education
agency proposes to begin or change the special education referral, evaluation
and/or education placement of your child. You also have a right to give your
written consent before initial special education placement and before any
individual evaluation of your child.
* You have a right to question any matter, decision, or recommendation relating to
your child's referral, evaluation or educational placement.
* You have the right to request an independent educational evaluation obtained by
the local education agency. If your request is accepted, the evaluation will be
conducted by a certified or licensed professional examiner who is independent of
the local education agency and will be performed at no cost to you. Should your
request be denied, you have a right to appeal this decision as described below.
* If you have any complaints regarding the referral, evaluation or educational
placement of your child, you have a right to meet with the School Board. If any
agreement is unable to be reached, you have the right to an impartial hearing
conducted by a state-appointed due process hearing officer.
* At this hearing, you have the right to be assisted by person(s) with special
knowledge or training or by an attorney and the right to present evidence and
confront, cross-examine and compel the attendance of witnesses.
* After this hearing you have the right to a written or electronic verbatim recording
of such hearing. You have the right to obtain written findings of fact and the
decisions of the hearing at no cost.
* If the decision of the impartial hearings at the local level is not acceptable to you,
you have the right to appeal this decision to the State Board of Education or Civil
Court.
* During any of the hearing or appeal procedures, your child shall remain in the
current education program, or if applying for initial admission to the public school,
shall be placed in a regular program until all proceedings have been completed,
unless you and the school officials agree otherwise.
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TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972
PUBLIC LAW 92-318
Subpart A, Section 86.8 of Title IX requires public notification that the Stratford
School District does not discriminate in their educational programs, activities or
employment practices on the basis of race, language, sex, age or handicapping
condition under the provisions of Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; and
the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975. The Stratford School District
hereby notifies students, parents, employees, and residents that complaints and
grievances for noncompliance with any of the provisions of Title IX are to be referred
to:
James "Dan" Shallow






SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973
Applicants for admission and employment, students, parents, employees,
sources of referral, and all unions or professional organizations holding collective
bargaining or professional agreements with the Stratford School District are hereby
notified that the District does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national
origin, gender, age, or disability in admission or access to, or treatment or
employment in, their programs and activities.
Any person having inquiries regarding the compliance of the Stratford School
District with the regulations of implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
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Stratford School Meeting—March 8, 2010
Steve LaFrance, moderator, called the meeting to order at 7:30. Everyone stood for the pledge to
the flag. Steve - okay before we get started I've been asked to point out where the exits are - one on the
left and one on the right and also the bathrooms out the door down the hall on the left. We had a couple of
people ask about whether or not people that aren't registered voters would be allowed to speak or not.
Generally speaking we do let people who aren't registered voters to speak but I think I'm not going to
poll the house once we get started here and ask because it is up to you folks on whether unregistered
voters should be able to speak so we will be asking that question. Another request is that we take these
votes by show of hands rather than the regular method that we use because there is some concern that the
ayes and nays and some confusions on voters and nonvoters making those votes. So we will use a show of
hands for all articles tonight.
Steve then stated: So on behalf of the School District of Stratford, you are hereby notified to meet
in the Stratford Town Hall in said District on Tuesday, March 9, 2010. Harlan - that's the wrong warrant.
Steve - no its not. Mike - you need the school one. Steve - I read this and then I read the school one and
then I read the articles. Keith Fellows - this ain't the town hall. Steve - what's that? Keith Fellows - this
isn't the town hall. Steve - well let me finish - you are hereby notified to meet in the Stratford Town Hall
in said District on Tuesday, March 9, 2010 at 7:00 in the morning - this is an announcement of
tomorrows vote - in the forenoon until 7:00 o'clock in the evening for the reception of your ballots under
the non-partisan ballot system.
Article 1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following District officers for the ensuing
year: a moderator, a District Clerk, a District treasurer; and one member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years. Given under our hands at Stratford this 10
th
day of February, 2010
Michael Lynch, E. Harland Connary and Bruce Blodgett. Next we have the School District of
Stratford qualified to vote in District Affairs. You are hereby notified to meet in the Stratford
Public School District Gymnasium in said District on Monday, March 8, 2010, at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening to act upon the subjects hereinafter mentioned. To hear reports of agents, auditors,
committees, or officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto. I guess this is a good
time to see if people want to allow the nonresidents to speak. So all those in favor of allowing
nonresidents to speak please raise your hand. I won't count unless I have to - those opposed. Looks like
the opposed have it so, the nonresidents are going to have to be quiet tonight - sorry but that's the way it
goes. Okay is there a motion on article 1. Patty Stinson raised her hand. Steve - recognized her. Patty
Stinson - I make a motion to accept article one as written. Steve - motion has been made to accept article
one as written is there a second? Larry - I second it. Steve - Larry seconded it - is there any discussion?
No reports anything? Okay.
Steve - Article 2. To set the salaries of school district officials: School Board Chairman at
$450.00
School Board Members 2 at $400.00 for a total of $800.00; Treasurer at $850.00; Clerk at $55.00;
Moderator at $55.00; Supervisors of the Checklist 3 at $25.00 for a total of $75.00; Board Secretary
at $50.00 per meeting for a total of $500.00. This article was recommended by the School Board is
there a motion on the article? Bruce made a motion, Steve - motion has been made to accept the article as
written is there a second? Mike seconded it. Steve - motion has been made and seconded, is there any
discussion? Steve - okay all those in favor or article 2 as written please raise your hands, those opposed,
the ayes have it article two carries as written.
Article 3. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Million
Two Hundred Seventeen Thousand Fifty Four Dollars ($2,217,054.00) for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries for the school district officials and agents, and for the payment of the
statutory obligations of the District. This amount does not include any other warrant articles and is
recommended by the School Board. Is there a motion? Tom Allin - Steve can I make a motion to table
it until article 6 has been determined - until article 6 has been voted on. Steve - okay a motion has been
made to put article three on the table until article six has been voted on. In order to do that we actually
have to suspend the rules of the meeting - it's just kind of a formality so, motion has been made to
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suspend the rules of the meeting so that we can take the articles in a different order is there a second
Jesse Kennett - seconded the motion. My name is Jesse Kennett, I am a tax payer. Steve - roger that,
okay the motion has been seconded to suspend the rules of the meeting to take the articles out of order. Is
there any discussion on that motion? Okay, all those in favor of suspending the rules of the meeting so
that we can take article 6 before article 3 please raise your hand. Those opposed. Now that's a close one,
it looks like the opposed have it, but I will have to count. So I will walk around and when I count you
please put your hand down. All those in favor of suspending the rules so that we can move the articles
please raise your hand. (Steve walked around and counted the hands). Okay that's 33. Now those opposed
please raise your hand. (Steve walked around and counted hands). Okay that was 60. So that nays have it
so we will continue on the way we were going. Meaning we will take the articles in the order that they
were presented. Okay so we are back to article three.
Again to see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTwo Million Two
Hundred Seventeen Thousand Fifty Four Dollars ($2,217,054.00). Is there a motion on the article? Mike -
I make a motion to accept the article as written. Harland - 1 second it. Steve - the motion has been made
and seconded to approve article three as written is there any discussion? Tom Allin - Yes, does that
reflect the $270,000 dollar cut that I read about in the paper? Harlan - yes. Tom Allin - then I would like
to add that $270,000 dollars back into the budget. Several community members asked why. Steve
-
before we discuss it, let's see ifwe can get a second on the request first. A motion has been made to
amend article three to increase the budget by $270,000 dollars - is there a second? Steve - there is a
second. Okay any discussion?
Tom Allin - This is about the kids, not the bucks, it always has been since day one. All yours
Jesse. Jesse Kennett - if we go and do number six first before number three and number six passes -then
don't all these numbers and things change? Tom Allin -yes. Jesse Kennett - why don't we just do
number six first Steve - because the majority of people here don't want to do it that way. Jesse Kennett
-
well ain't that foolish? Steve - well. Jesse Kennett - well that's just dumb. Steve — well we've already
voted on it and ifyou want to come back to it later then you can do that- so do we have a discussion on
the article.
Tim Brooks - Tommy you know, I see your point, I was at the budget meeting and I don't believe
you were there. I think that the board did a great job and you know all this energy that we spent talking
about money I wish we would spend that much money talking about academics and I just feel that what
the board presented is not the best but I don't think after the PowerPoint that they gave Dr. Paquette
talked about long distance learning, and recognizing the fact that other schools in the area and the
networking - we as teachers are always - not always - frequently engaged in long distance learning. Tom
Allin - isn't this also offered in Colebrook and Groveton too. Tim Brooks - 1 am not talking about
Colebrook and Groveton right now. I'm talking about Stratford and its offered in Stratford so, I don't
know about increasing the budget two hundred and something dollars, but they had a PowerPoint that was
very good and clear and stated that every thousands of something dollars that we add something's going
to bring back - now personally I think that the family and consumer science should be brought back. Tom
Allin - I agree with you. Tim Brooks - and that's only $23,000 dollars. And there are other things that I
think before we start cutting - 1 wish we as a school board would engage with Groveton and Colebrook
and I've talked to two administrators both who are in the same position - we're all in the same position. I
wish that we would start discussing with the surrounding districts to see what does Colebrook have and
Groveton have that we could utilize these resources - what teachers can we share like we are now with
Groveton and Robin coming up here for the library and I just think that we are going from one extreme to
another I think that there are other things that we can look at and other avenues to explore and I
appreciate. Tom Allin - these things should have been brought forth a lot sooner than tonight Tim
Brooks - and I read your article I'm all for what is best for our town and school and I have a son that will
be coming to school and I look at the articles and say what is a neighboring school define that for me - is
it St. Jay Academy? Is it Canaan? Is it Groveton? Is it Colebrook? Is it Littleton? Is it White Mountain
Regional? Tom Allin - any one ofthem - isn't that up to the family? Tim Brooks - and then how much is
that going to cost us, are we going to put a cap on what the town is responsible to pay are we as parents
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supposed to make up that difference. Steve - guys, hey guys, I think we got a little off track - there is a
motion on the floor to amend the article and to increase the budget is there any other discussion on the
proposed amendment? Mike Lynch -just real quick Tommy, you stated that you would have liked to
have heard about this before. Tom Allin - someone said we should investigate what is going on in the
North Country - we have been investigating for two decades. We are going to have to consolidate
whether you like it or not. Colebrook, Canaan, Pittsburg all talked about it. We talked about it last year
and pigheadedness did not allow the discussions to pursue forward. People broke apart because they want
their kids to go to school in Stratford, good that's narrow-mindedness and emotional. Mike Lynch - did
you sign up for the. Tom Allin - 1 did for next year ifyou read my letter. Mike Lynch - what about this
year. Tom Allin - I'll run right against you next year if this happens. Steve - any other discussion. Harlan
Connary - one more. - 1 make a motion to. Keith Fellows - Good idea. Steve - all those in favor of
amending article three to increase the budget by $270,000 dollars raise your hand please; okay those
opposed please raise your hand. The nays have it, so the proposed amendment fails so we are back to the
original article.
The article is written - To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Million Two Hundred Seventeen Thousand Fifty Four Dollars ($2,217,054.00) for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the payment of the statutory
obligations of the District. We have a motion to accept the article as written is there any further
discussion? All those in favor of article three as written please signify by saying aye - sorry please raise
your hand, okay and now those opposed please raise your hands. Looks like the ayes have it, article
passes as written. One thing I forgot to mention is that I was asked to let everyone know that we are being
recorded tonight.
Steve - article 4 To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate up to Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) to be placed in the Special Education Expendable Fund with such
amount to be funded from the June 30 unreserved fund balance available for transfer on July 1.
This article is recommended by the School Board. Is there a motion? Harlan Connary - Motion to
accept. Bruce Blodgett - 1 second it. Steve - motion has been made and seconded to accept article four as
written, is there any discussion. Debbie Smith - what is this for? What does this do? Mike Lynch - is for
just in case we have a student move in and need the school needs to money for them. Debbie Smith - so
it's an emergency fund for just in case we end up with a special needs child we can take care of that child.
Mike Lynch - yes, Harlan Connary - this is done every year ifwe have a surplus, and is alternated
between the special education department and the maintenance department.
Steve - okay is there any other discussion? Okay all those in favor of article four as written please raise
your hand. Those opposed please raise your hand. The ayes have it, article four passes as written.
Steve - Article five - To see if the voters of Stratford School District direct the Stratford
School Board to support any and all efforts of the New Hampshire School Boards Association to
seek legislative repeal ofRSA 273-A:12, Section VII., the provision in statute commonly referred to
as the statutory "Evergreen Clause", to restore local control in the collective bargaining and school
district budget processes. Is there a motion on the article? Bruce Blodgett - I make a motion to accept
article five as written. Steve - a motion has been made to accept article five as written is there a second?
Mike Lynch - 1 second it. Steve - motion has been made and seconded, is there any discussion? Keith
Fellows - can we hear from one of the school board members to explain just what this is? Mike - 1 think
Ron should explain this he is more familiar with it. Steve - 1 don't know he is not a registered voter, what
do you think, okay Ron go ahead. Ron Paquette - basically it's just to restore our local control to your
school board right now if they passed a negotiated contract and there is a raise in the contract even if your
budget were to fail your teachers would get those raises. This simply would allow some control of the
fundings to the way it used to be. Steve - any other discussion? Okay all those in favor of article five as
written please raise your hand. Those opposed please raise your hand. Looks like the ayes have it so
article five carries as written.
Steve - article six - We, the undersigned, request to have the following article added to the
school district warrant for the annual school district meeting being held on March 8, 2010. We
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request the Stratford School Board tuition the students in grades 7 - 12 to a neighboring school
district of their choice. We request this be done by paper ballot. This was inserted by petition. Is there
a motion on the article? Tom Allin - motion to accept the article as written. Steve Allen - I'll second it.
Steve - okay, motion has been made and seconded and thirded to accept article six as written is there any
discussion. Okay I want to ask that you come to the microphone and that you address the community. I
know that this is pretty emotional but everyone who wants to speak should get an opportunity to, without
having to say the same things over and over. Patty.
Patty Stinson - hi I'm Patty Stinson and I just have a few questions for the board and I don't
know if we should tuition our kids out of Stratford or not. I don't have kids in school anymore and I think
that everyone needs to make their own decision. But when the article says to tuition students in grades 7 -
12 to a neighboring school of their choice. I'm not sure if they are referring back to the school board or to
the individual student. That's a little ambiguous to me. Tom Allin -. Patty Stinson - 1 'm just saying that
that term is a little ambiguous and can be termed either way. I'm also concerned about the transporting
and tuition costs because we haven't defined neighboring school and we need to define what school - you
know if someone wants to go to the Academy, Groveton, Colebrook, we need to define that and somehow
set a cap if we are going to do this. There should be a cap, are we looking at an area agreement with a
certain school, have we researched that. So I just think we need to consider these things before we just
vote on an open. Patty Stinson — I also don't see any money behind this, I don't see any money listed here
so I don't know what we are appropriating to do this. Tom Allin - it would vary by the year based on that
years' student population. Patty Stinson- if this is passed tonight where will the money come from. Those
are just my concerns. Steve - okay any other discussion. Tom Allin - should I address her concern about.
Steve - if you'd like to. Tom Allin - if you can't hear me I'll try to stand up. - we can't hear you.
Patty Stinson - please stand up. Tom Allin - when northern NH closed those kids had a
choice. Groveton and Colebrook are the main schools that I was focusing on. I don't think anyone in our
schools should dictate where any of our kids should go.
Steve - Any other discussion. Mr. Halladay - can someone on the board please tell me how
much. Mike Lynch - roughly around $10,000.00. Jesse Kennett-your calculating is off. You have 107
kids and you want $2, 217,054. 00. Mike Lynch - if you keep reading, you will see that the government
provides state aid to cover some of the costs. Jesse Kennett - You have 107 kids and you want $2,
217,054. 00 so how much is the government going to give us? Mike Lynch - 1 don't have it in front of me.
Patty do you have it? (Patty Brown walked over and showed Mike the correct figures on his paper). Mike
Lynch - Jesse from state aid $810,377 and from raised taxes $882, 677. Jesse Kennett - how much of that
will be destined from the $2,217, 000? Mike Lynch - $882, 677.00 from our taxes. Jesse Kennett - how
come that's not the number here you looking for? Mike Lynch - you have to state the full amount. Ron
Paquette - you have to show your total amount that is being requested included state aid and money
needed to be raised by your local taxes. Steve Allen - we pay the same amount as the tax payers do for
the Vermont kids. Mike - yes we get the same amount no matter what. Steve Allen - we pay the same as
Vermont does for their kids. Debbie Smith - 1 think what he is asking is what is the tuition rate for a
Vermont student? Patty Brown - do you want to know the tuition rate or how the rate is figured out?
Steve Allen - the rate. Patty Brown - this past year the tuition rate was the state average. Debbie Smith -
which was. Patty Brown -$11, 945 dollars. Steve Allen - so as Stratford tax payers we actually pay more
for Stratford students than Vermont pays for their students. Mike Lynch - you need to stand at the
microphone because we can't hear you. Scott Mason - and you do to Mike because we can't hear you.
Mike Lynch - Oh, I'm sorry. Steve Allen - I'm trying to figure out how much we actually pay for a
Stratford student versus how much Vermont pays for a Vermont student for tuition.
Steve - Sharon. Sharon White - I have a question. Steve - please got to the microphone so
everyone can hear you. Sharon White - my question is before we go and argue about how much we pay
for Vermont students - if we vote to eliminate grades 7-12 from this school and send them to other
schools do we lose money from the state aid for each one of the students that we would tuition out and out
of that 50 students from the 7-12 grades how many of them are Vermont students and how many of them
are Stratford students. This will help be more educated in our decision on this article. Mike Lynch -
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Steve. Mike Lynch - you'll have to ask us one question at a time. Sharon White - okay first I'd like to
know how many students are from other areas than Stratford from the 50 students in grades 7-12. Mike
Lynch - 20 kids. Sharon White - 20 kids, we actually have 30 children in the town of Stratford in grades
7-12. Mike Lynch - no there are 13. Sharon White - 13 from out of the town of Stratford, that means 37
from Stratford that we have to pay tuition for if we chose to tuition them out. Sharon White - okay if we
lose those 13 kids how much do we lose from the state ofNew Hampshire for aid for our school. Patty
Brown - well that will be roughly $8,000.
Mike Lynch - Sharon if you don't mind we have asked Dan to have his presentation ready for
tonight just in case maybe it would be best to have Dan go through some of the presentation and if people
have questions after we can address them then. Sharon White - okay thank you. Scott Mason - how come
we can't afford more than one microphone. Dan Shallow - we have two right now. Dan Shallow -
testing. It's been sleeping so it takes a few minutes to turn back on. Okay here is the information that we
presented at the other meeting. Okay we were looking at the tax rate there is information here on this slide
(Financial Background - cost to Educate Students (Revenue - 2009/10). You did ask about where the
money comes from so this slide states: $131,361 lunch program; $140,000 Federal Grants; $22, 104
Teacher's Negotiations; $15,000 Petitioned - Basketball Court; $25,000 Capital Reserve Fund; $1 17,685
Carry Over; $810, 377 State Education Grant; $393, 000 General Reserves; $140,000 Federal Reserves.
So that's where you get part of your money the money that is not raised from your general taxation. And
this information (Financial Background - Cost to Educate) says what your total revenue was in other
words this is how much money you have in the entire school system including what you pay in taxes
locally plus what comes in through state and federal aid so if you look at 2009 says total revenue in other
words this is how much money you got into the entire school a little bit less than in the previous year.
Now this is the slide when people were saying it would cost $25,000 to educate a child at Stratford - if
you use as your basis statement the total number of students divided by the total cost that's true the
problem is you get over a million five in and you're not paying out your taxes in 2009-2010 it costs
approximately $9, 348 dollars. Jesse Kennett - with all this money we get from the government don't that
come out of what we have to pay. Dan Shallow - yes it does. San Shallow - I'm clarifying my argument
so it's only fair - this information can be presented two different ways and that's the difference between
the two and right or wrong and can be looked at in two different ways. Scott Mason - okay are you
talking about the total number of students in Stratford. Dan Shallow - all students. Scott Mason - so that
includes Vermont students. Dan Shallow -the total student body. Scott Mason - so we are actually
paying more of that. Dan Shallow - no, it's very difficult to see this but if you look at the numbers and
divide them that is the cost of our own students. Scott Mason - if there is a student from Vermont that is
special needs does Vermont pay more. Dan Shallow - yes. Dan Shallow - slide (FACTS - Enrollment
(2010-201 1) This slide shows you how many students are in each grade for next year. This has changed
since October. I don't know how much further into this presentation you want me to go because the next
slide talks about the cost of tuition. Did that answer the questions that people had? Mike Lynch - can you
touch on the tuition slide. Dan Shallow - we figured it for two at the time there were two thoughts
tuitioning out 9-12 and also tuitioning out 7-12. So it would cost the town $237, 760. If you want to go
down to the 7 and 8 based on the Groveton tuition rate currently that number would change. Scott Mason
- that does not include transportation. Dan Shallow -No it does not and this is the slide that would
project out seven years and if you notice at some point you are going to be paying over $600,000 in
tuition based at the tuition rate currently of Groveton. Tom Allin - if you go back two more years which
isn't on this in nine years from now we are right back down to 24, 25, 26 students in the high school
which means the numbers will go down. Patty Stinson - does that include any cost for special education
students. Dan Shallow - no this is just tuition. Patty Stinson - this is definitely just estimated costs. Dan
Shallow -this is just estimated tuition costs, no transportation, special education or anything else. Patty
Stinson - tuition costs are also an estimate because we do not have an agreement with any school. Keith
Fellows -this is just estimated tuition for today, don't think that these rates will be the same in five years.
Steve - okay guys don't let this get out of control. Dan Shallow - the total cost savings under
option A which was to tuition out grades 9-12 would be approximately $5 1 5,000 minus $9,000 estimate
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in increased revenue. Patty Brown - it was $567,000 dollars. Dan Shallow - So that is what you would be
looking at. All of this was presented at the meeting in October I know there were about a hundred people
and Option B was in you tuition grades 7-12 the cost savings is $567,000. So 88 minus 1 10 for increase in
revenue. We had this presented at the meeting so that the people because the board has to make decisions
based on the information we gave and what you people say and we came up with a budget based on that.
Mike Lynch - you need to realize that none of these figures include busing or special education costs.
Tom Allin - but special education costs. Mike Lynch - let me finish I just want to make sure that people
realize. Tom Allin - they do include the curriculum and sports and extra curricula activities that's true.
Scott Mason - question Vermont kids come here we charge them and the state of Vermont must
have some kind of aid for Vermont students do we collect that aid above the tuition rate we charge them
or does that aid go to the town the student lives in to reduce the amount they pay and if we were to tuition
our students what happens to the $8,000 in aid that we receive does that follow our students or stay in our
town. Mike Lynch - first question we don't receive the money from other towns it goes to their town to
help reduce their education expenses. Patty Brown - your amount is based on the children and goes to
your school district. We don't receive aid from other towns. We only get aid for students in your school
that live in your town. So if you tuition your students out you would still get adequacy aid based on the
kids that live in your town that's how it offsets your tuition costs. Scott Mason - my understanding is that
if we tuition our students out then we will not being paying $1 1,000 the real cost to us is more like $3,000
right, am I miss understanding this. Ron Paquette - your answer is correct. Scott Mason - what did you
say. Ron Paquette - you are correct. Scott Mason - one more question, does anybody know how much the
towns in Vermont get for adequacy aid it's not that I'm upset that they are only paying $3,000 to educate
their kids. Ron Paquette - I'll let a chairperson of the school board in Vermont answer that question. Patty
Brown - currently some of us are receiving close to $6,000 per student unfortunately some of our schools
like Guildhall will be paying a hundred percent out of our own wallets for our children to go to school.
Steve - any other discussion. Sharon White -just one more thing there is one more thing I want
to bring up in case we vote to tuition our kids out oftown ifwe tuition our kids in grades 9-12 we are not
responsible for transportation by my understanding ifwe tuition kids in grades 7-12 we are then held
responsible to provide tuition. Patty Stinson - 1 just wondering if this passes if someone on the board can
address to us what it would look like for funding and how we would do it we have raised money to fund
this school so if this too passes what is all that going to look like for tuition costs, transportation costs.
Mike Lynch - I hope I can speak for the board we sat at this budget process and we had a public
meeting with all this information so that if people decided to do something besides keep the school open
we would have to act accordingly. We were overwhelming told at that meeting. Tom Allin - that doesn't
mean squat. Mike Lynch - the answer we overwhelming got was to keep the school open now if you turn
around and vote differently we will do the best that we can but in order to come up with the numbers. Ron
Paquette - we did ask out attorneys if this article did pass they stated that we would have a year to plan it.
Tom Allin - excuse me then why did we bother to go through the extent of a plan A, B and C if
that isn't worth its weight in paper. Mike Lynch - those plans were done so that when we started our
budget process we knew which direction to go in. Tom Allin - and so the direction would suggest to me
that it was plan B - it's simple it's already been calculated - this changes everyday - special education
kids, kids get injured, it is a very volatile budget it changes every day we could have our kids in a
different school next year and to say that we won't is hogwash. Your article does lead me to believe that
you're very biased. Ron Paquette - we are simply telling you that we simply asked the advice of our
attorneys. Tom Allin - you're very biased. Keith Fellows -. Steve - take it easy.
Maren Halladay - I just want to say that I attended those meetings and you came as a board and
said what does the community want so that we would know what direction to go in. The community as a
whole said if not 95% said they wanted to keep the school they wanted to keep the staff but they wanted
to look down the road at their options because all of the schools are having the same issue in the North
Country are dealing with shorter numbers every year. We need time to obviously look that up as a tax
payer it concerns me that if we are going to go jumping into this and we had two other meetings that
many of you attended I saw you at one of those meetings Tom. I've seen a lot of your letters but I've also
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gone to these meetings and have seen all the work that these people have done to try to come up with
valid figures based on what the community said you are the only one that disagreed. Tom Allin - that's
not true. Maren Halladay -let me just finish because you have obviously taken over this meeting and the
whole town needs to have a say I just think people here should have a say in their schools once we start
tuitioning our students it's costs that we have no control over without having a game plan what if the
other school isn't able to deal with one of our students and they farm them out. that's not true. Tom
Allin - they can be farmed out. Maren Halladay - all I'm saying as a tax payer I want to know what it's
going to cost and I want us to obviously look at what our options are we have to do this in a methodical
way because in a year from now we have a superintendent now that been involved with all of this and
now that Dan's involved I think he can sit down with Groveton and Colebrook and some of the other
surrounding towns to work this out maybe the best solution is that Groveton becomes a high school and
middle school and we become a middle school parents how do you feel about busing your kids
everywhere I think that there is a lot of costs that we are not considering because of what the community
said in October about wanting to keep this school as it is.
Steve - is there anybody who hasn't spoken that wants to say something. Harlan Connary -
Tommy you said that we need to look at other options we share business with Groveton and we are
looking at new avenues with a charter school concept and for alternatives in technology to help bring
some income into the school we are looking for alternatives to keep our staff and reducing our costs.
Steve - okay is there any further discussion okay this is a ballot vote.
Tom Allin - can I say one thing a lot of this has to do with a letter that Dan put in the paper you
said Quote unquote in your letter that you didn't know what the issues were you said taxes and education
and opportunities I don't understand that what else is there. Steve - okay come on Tom asked to speak
and after he is finished then you are more than welcome to speak so let's just be quiet and let him finish.
Tom Allin - I am proud I graduated in 1983 the economy hasn't stopped shrinking it's not going to stop
how many classes can we cut and still maintain state approval. Mike Lynch - we haven't cut any classes
we have combined classes. Tom Allin - how do you cut two full time teachers to half time and not cut
any classes. Mike Lynch - we. Dan Shallow - we added classes Tommy as I said in my PowerPoint so
the students are going to have more opportunities and more electives. Tom Allin - what happen. Dan
Shallow - will you let me speak. Tom Allin - sure. Dan Shallow - more opportunities not only will we
have more courses but we could have courses that AP courses you have kind of been delegating things
here. Tom Allin - you are adding classes how many scheduled classes next year Mr. Shallow have no
students in them this year there were six the student population is going down 33% how many teachers
are being paid to teach no classes. Mike Lynch - those are the half teachers we took the seventh and
eighth period with one or two students in them we are going to combine them so that those classes are
full.
Tom Allin - what about the kids that want to play sports down below. Mike Lynch - we just had
two kids run. Tom Allin - 1 know that what about our K-6 sports. Mike Lynch - they are going to play in
Groveton. Tom Allin - what about transportation. Mike Lynch - they need transportation now. Steve -
are you all set okay is there any other discussion.
Danny Smith - Tommy said it isn't about the money but as soon as he started talking that is what
he keeps saying. Steve - okay this isn't about Tom Allin this is about let's not go there yes. Tim Brooks
- 1 still want to say I am for what is best for our kids but with all of this unknown I am not prepared to
vote for something like this tonight. Tom Allin - what do you think is going to happen?
Steve - this is a ballot vote why don't we line up and come around the back. Patty Stinson - can
you clarify what a yes and no vote means. Steve - a no vote means the students stay in Stratford and a yes
vote means they are tuitioned out. Steve - okay so someone didn't write in a vote so we have one blank
ballot, 30 yes, and 79 no
Keith Fellows - Mr. Moderator can I make a motion at this time. Steve - ah, sure. Keith Fellows
- 1 make a motion that this isn't brought up again for at least five years. Steve- we can ask for a second
but I don't think that it is binding. Keith - why isn't it binding. Steve - well because you can't carry on
business from one year to the next we really have to deal with tonight's business tonight.
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Okay one last article - article seven - To transact any other business that may lawfully come
before said meeting. Does anybody want to add anything to that. Mike Lynch - we all know that Dan
Shallow is the new superintendent for the SAU 58 and we would like to wish him luck. We would also
like to Thank Ron Paquette for this year and Kathy from the census Bureau wants to say something.
Kathy - Let's remember that there is a census this year and if you are interested come down and
let's keep the jobs local. I can't think of a better time to do the census than right now. Thank you.
Steve - motion to adjourn the meeting. Mike Lynch - 1 make a motion to adjourn. Harlan
Connary - I second that motion. Steve - all those in favor - see you next year.
Submitted by Robin Scott
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Vital Statistics
Marriages/Civil Unions* - 2010







Dorr, Joshua S. Reynolds, Jenalyn.
Stratford Stratford
Northumberland Berlin 09/25/2010
Total Marriages/Civil Unions 3
Births* -2010
Child's Name Date of Birth Place of Birth Parents ' Names
Belanger, Bryson Michael 01/14/2010 Berlin, NH Belanger, Garrite Rothfuss,
Melissa
Taylor, Chloe Serene 01/24/2010 Berlin, NH Taylor, Brandon Jameson, Sarah








03/19/2010 Berlin, NH Lavoie, Ryan Lavoie, Ashley
Dorr, Adriana Marie 03/25/2010 Littleton, NH Dorr, Joshua Reynolds,
Jenalyn
LaChance, Travis John 03/28/2010 Lebanon, NH LaChance,
Jerimiah
Bergeron, Lori
Winthrop, Isaiah Bernard 05/28/2010 Berlin, NH Winthrop,
Patrick
Stewart, Paige





06/25/2010 Littleton, NH LaFoe, Irene










Schooner, Troy 01/31/2010 Boscawen Schooner Sr., O'Neil, Diane
Michael
Willey, Dale 03/11/2010 Stratford Willey, Mervyn Farnsworth, Phyllis
Kennett, Jesse 05/14/2010 Colebrook Kennett, Bernard Rich, Corinne
Tyler, Clyde 06/29/2010 Lancaster Tyler, Fred Green, Wilma
Scott Jr., Dean 07/21/2010 Colebrook Scott Sr., Dean Riff, Louella
Connor, Darlene 08/15/2010 Lebanon Bouthot, Leopold Rankin, Norma
Hart, Geraldine 08/25/2010 Stratford Gerow Sr., Arvill Wellington, Helen
Macdonald, Elizabeth 09/25/2010 Stratford Johnson, Charles Crandall, Eula
Arsenault, Oliver 10/15/2010 Stratford Arsenault, Avis Gallant, Marriane
Bigelow, Alice 12/01/2010 Lancaster Partigue, Levi Barron, Flora
Hurlbert, Virginia 12/02/2010 Stratford Christie, Robert Hardy, Isa
Julius, Margaret 12/08/2010 West
Stewartstown
Cheever, Edward Madden, Margaret
Stone, James 12/10/2010 Lancaster Stone, Frank Sargent, Isabelle
Fuller, Edna 12/15/2010 Colebrook Fuller, Edward Phillips, Annie
Total Deaths 14

















12-4 Monday; 8-12 Tuesday; 3-7
Wednesday; and 8-12 Saturday
SAU-58
636-1437
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Friday
Selectmen
922-5533, 922-3317 Fax
Posted hours 9-12 Monday-Thursday
and 1-4 Monday-Tuesday; open
additional hours; other hours by
appointment; stratfordnh@gmail.com
Sewer System (Millhouse & Village)
922-3357 or 922-5533 or 549-2996
Stratford Public Library
922-9016
2-6 Monday and 9-12 & 1-5 Thursday
Stratford School K-12
922-3387




3-7 Monday; 10-Noon & 1-4 Tuesday;
and 8-12 1
st
Saturday of month; other
hours by appointment;
stratfordtown@gmail.com








Posted hours 9-12 Monday-Thursday
and 1-4 Monday-Tuesday; open
additional hours; other hours by
appointment; for emergencies, call
welfare officer or administrative
assistant at home and leave message
Scheduled public Meetings
Meeting Date Place Time
Annual School Meeting Monday before Town Meeting School Auditorium 7:30 p.m.
Annual Town Meeting 2 nd Tuesday of March Fuller Town Hall 10 a.m.
Board of Selectmen Every Monday night Selectmen's Office 6:00 p.m.
Fire Meetings Alternate Tuesday nights SHFD 6:00 p.m.
Library Trustees 2
n Wednesday of month Library 1:00 p.m.
Planning Board 3
rd
Tuesday of month Fuller Town Hall 7:00 p.m.
Safety Committee Quarterly (date varies) Selectmen's Office 6:30 p.m.
Stratford School Board 2
nd
Wednesday of month Multipurpose Room 6:00 p.m.
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